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The most daring test
ever conceived

-Cossor valves dropped from an aeroplane
at 500 feet to prove toughness of filament
/THERE took place on Monday,
1 December 20th, 1926, the

The assistant Editor of "Amateur
Wireless accompanied the pilot.

most astonishing test to which
any wireless valves have ever

Out of the 12 Cossor Power Valves

Twelve Cossor

following were the startling results :

been subjected.

Valves were chosen at random
from stock by editorial representatives from"AmateurWireless,"

"Popular Wireless" and" Wireless World." These valves were
numbered and packed in the ordi-

nary cardboard carton without
cotton wool, corrugated paper
or other absorbent material. They

were taken direct to Stag Lane
Aerodrome and handed to Capt.
Barnard, the pilot of a "Moth aeroplane, with instructions to
drop them overboard one at a
time at a height of over 500 feet.

which were thrown overboard the
5 Valves were found to be in perfect condition (one landed on a corrugated iron

roof and another on some wooden
blocks).

5 Valves suffered from an internal de-

rangement of the electrode system but
the filaments were unharmed.
1 Valve was smashed to pieces through
hitting the tail plane in flight (even in
this case the filament was intact).
1 Valve fell out of range and was lost.
Bat in spite of the terrific drop and a 35 m.p.h.
wind th? filaments were intact in all valves.

This proves beyond question that
the new Kalenised filament is the
world's strongest filament. But only
Cossor has the Kalenised filament-
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Wireless Honours-A Radio Fatality-Increased Power of P T T-The Canute of
Wireless-An Important
SOSDevelopment !

Honours!

SOS!

OUR WEEKLY NOTE

WIRELESS honours at last ! No two
deserve the honours conferred in the
New Year's Honours List more than Mr.

AVOIDING " HAND CAPACITY "
When attempting to tune in a distant

station it is very irritating to find that the
station can be picked up, but can only be
" held " as long as the hands are kept on
the tuning controls.
Now this " hand capacity " can usually

J. C. W. Keith (now Sir John Reith) and
the Rev. H. R. L. Sheppard (Companion
of Honour). Listeners owe much to Sir
John Reith for the high pitch of efficiency
which British broadcasting has attained.
The Rev. H. R. L. Sheppard is well
known to listeners for his sermons broad-

avoided, or at least very muc'i reduced, by suitably connecting up the
be

variable condensers to the rest of the set.
When the hand is placed on the knob of
a condenser, the part of the condenser
which is nearest to the hand is the spindle
connecting the moving plates to the knob
and dial.
If, therefore, the moving plates are kept
at the same potential as the body, that is
to say at earth potential, capacity effects
will be very much reduced, as the hands
need never be brought close to the fixed
plates.
It should be remembered that in nearly
all receivers, besides those points which
are connected directly to earth, the filament leads and both ends of the H.T. battery are at earth potential with regard to

cast from St. Martin -in -the -Fields.

A Radio Fatality
ON a recent occasion, when tests were
being carried outat the Eiffel Tower
,vith the new 50 -kilowatt wireless telephony
plant, a young engineer inadvertently
came into contact with a high-tension
cable carrying a tz,000-volt ,electrical

H.F. currents.

current and he vas instantly electrocuted.

Increased Power

TN Holland, the Hilversum broadcasting
1- station has been entrusted with the task
of- sending out urgent messages in the
event of any serious rising of the Rhine
and Menge rivers. Watching -posts have
been specially established in the Maastricht
district, and reports on approaching floods

are sent by telephone to the authorities,
thus permitting due warning to be broadcast through the Hilversum transmitting
station.

A Welcome Change
LEDS-BRADFORD station listeners are
delighted at the new change in wavelengths. On the old wavelength of 297
metres for Leeds and 294 for Bradford it
required a very selective set to separate
the two, but now that the Bradford wave-

length has been brought down to the lowest
in the country, 254.2, the heterodyne bogey
has disappeared.

A New Development

FROM January zo the P T T Paris
WE would advise all our readers to
broadcasting station will increase the
follow the series of articles on
-lower of its transmissions to 5 kilowatts "Constant Coupling," contributed by our
in order to ensure reception throughout technical editor, Mr. Reyner, as the prinFrance.

A Credit
THE latest Chamber Concert was of a

very high order, and a credit to the

ciple of constant reaction coupling will be organisers.
Sometimes, possibly, the
incorporated in a multi -valve receiver to music played has been rather over the
The Canute of Wireless
be described at an early date in this jour- heads of the majority Of listeners. Not so
WALFORD DAVIES caused much nal. This new departure constitutes a on this occasion, for the new songs by
SIRamusement at the conference of the unique development in set design which is Debussy were treats in themselves. A
Incorporated Society of Musicians at Felix- of great importance to all.
really excellent performance!!
stowe

recently,

when

ie referred to Sir Thomas
Beecham's recent outburst
against wireless music.
"Sir Thomas's tirade,
if correctly reported, was
as foolish as it was useful," he declared. "He

is a great artiste and an
amusing fellow and friend,

but he sounded the other
day

like

an

annoyed

Canute watching the tide
surrounding- him and Saying-, ' It's, all getting wet.
and messy here. I'm off'

to re -discover America!

°`104"VMAVA1,0"1"Mr"1,
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THE LONDON -NEW YORK TELEPHONE SERVICE

Operators at the Trunk Exchange.

Powersupply board at Houlton, Maine, U.S.A.

Some pictures
of the
1:5 -per -minute

Wireless

Telephony
Service
between London

and
New York
The receiving apparatus at Wroughton, nr. Swindon.

The receiving station at lloulton, Maine, U.S.A.

lit work on the Control Panel.

General view of the receiving apparatus at Wroughton
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Success With USA\Stali
THE American

-broadcasting

stations

were .hardy_
this
country last winter, and ',eminent jeperts
told us exactly why this- 'Vas soeaCh
--.one
giving a totally ditIt'r6nt reason: It Was,
howeer, generally belieYed that the cadre
teas to be traced to Stiial spots, which were
fairly' 'had at -the_ time. Throughoirt the
summer and in the early days -of last

autumn the spots grew larger and more

numerous, and it Was widely held' that we
should hear nothing at all of America for
a year or two.

Long-distance in Comfort
Having- to lie up in bed for a spell from

the end of August I had a three-alve
receiving set installed by my bedside,

whilst the simplest of indoor aerials was
run up in the room. I was lying awake
in the early hours of August 29, "when it
suddenly occurred to nie to ,switch on just

to see if by any possibility anything was
receivable. To my utter snrprise: I picked

something,
provided
that ConditionS,.are not
hopelessly- unfavourable; There are certain small but imp6rtant points that
Make all the difference
between success and
failure, and .a few

hints may not be out
First of -all, do not try search- ence station. This is a distant station of
ing for Transatlantic broadcasting with a small power which cannot be well he.ard
"floppy- set.
until the Set is in a sensitive condition
Nothing is inure exasperating either to (by sensitive I do not mean oscillating).
yourself or to such neighbours as may be If your set is neutrodyned vou can
endeavouring at the same time to hear make it really sensitive without any liaG Y, W P G, bility to howling. I used to select for the
something of W j Z,
\V H A 7, or C N R A. With such a set purpose one of our own-relays, but now
you simply cannot do the fine tuning that that these have gone on to common waveis required, and you are certain to make a lengths I_ find Karlskrona very gotcl 'for
nuisance of yourself by causing a deal of the. purpose.' Readers must, however,
interference. If you now use reaction of choose their own reference station accordthe swinging -coil type you will probably ing to local conditions.
find it a vast improvement to fit capacity
about ten o'clock on the evening When
of- place.

up W B Z in -a -few minutes and held him reaction in its stead. It is usually a simple
for over an hour, .both speech and music business to 'do this, and it makes a wonder coming through very well. During the fill difference to results.
following week I was able to hear a round

an- attempt.to receive America is contem-

plated the reference station is tuned in.
Should it be \yell heard without atmo-

spheric"; interference, then a late sitting is
probably worth while; if, on the other
-Do not go in for a bewildering multi- hand, its strength is much below normal,
over the broadcast band between 2 a.m.
and 4 a.in. was Certain to result' in the plicity of controls. If you do so you arc or if atmospherics are bad, then one may
logging of several. From the Middle of pretty certain to get lost, for you cannot as well go to bed at one's usuartime.
September .to the- middle of October a bad be sure that you are going up or down in
patch 'oCcurred, but from that time onwards the wavelength scale and keeping your Searching
Should your set not bet Calibrated, or'if
American stations have- been coming in tuned circuits in resonance.
alniost as well as they did in 1924;5, Which.. Be quite sure that the "atmospherics" you do not possess a reliable wavemeter,
that you hear, if you do hear them, are real I would strongly advise you to try, in the
was thebeSt season on record. '
Anyone. Ni-ho possesses a relisorialily effiL ones.
Much long-distance reception is first instance, for one particular American
cient set can now' sit up for Anierica with. spoilt by noisiness in the receiving set. If station, and to obtain the necessary settings
a fair amount of certainty that he twill hear all your neighbours complain of atmo- as nearly as you can before 11 p.m. by
spherics you may feel making use of broadcast transmissions on
confident that they this side of the Herring Pond. An excelreally are about; if, lent station to go for is W G Y, whose
however, you are the wavelength is 379.5 metres. This station
only person to do so is often to be heard as early as midnight,
dozen- American stations-; in fact; a search

Simplicity of Control

you should look to
your batteries, your
valve holders and

at which time a concert usually begins,
though his signal strength is generally at

connections.
It is seldom worth
while sitting up for

powerful

.

its best a couple of hours later. His wave-

your grid and plate length is particularly easy to find, since the

America without first
ascertaining that conditions arc respectably
good. My own tip,
which has been found
very useful by numThe Studio of K D K A at East Pittsburg. U.S.A.

bers of friends, is
this ; I 'make '"use of
what I call a refer-

German station at Stuttgart
broadcasts on 379.7 metres, only .2 metre
above it. If, therefore, you tune in Stuttgart as sharply as possible before he closes
down, you will probably bear. W G Y when

you switch on in the early hours of the
,morning, and only the slightest adjustment

will be needed to bring him up to full
strength.

\\-1 Z, the big station at -Boundbrook, it
almost as easy if you can pick up Stock-,
(Concluded in third column of next rage)

env. biir Wireless
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STATE BROADCASTING IN FRANCE
First Information of a Likely Development
0
AFURTHER attempt is being 'made by
the French authorities to secure absolute control of all wireless broadcasting in
France, and a Bill to this effect, submitted
by the Ministry of Comnierce and already
passed by the Cabinet, will shortly be laid
before the Chamber of Deputies. Amongst
its numerous clauses the most important
would appear to be the one providing for
the nationalisation of all broadcasting
stations withhr the next five years
In French circles it is understood that
all transmitters, either already- in existence or in course of construction, would
at the end` of. this period automatically
revert to the State, to be solely operated
and administered by the Ministry of Posts
and Telegraphs.

Possible Opposition
Although it is.. generally realised that

the state of anarchy at present obtaining
in the French broadcaSting world must
necessarily impede the development of any
regular service, it is, also thought that the
installation of a high -power transmitter,
to be run by a powerful industrial association, would not prove
solution to the. problem,

a

.satisfactcAr
it is expected

that considerable opposition will be made
to any scheme which would secure to. the

State a full monopoly of radio transmisConnected with the present Government
scheme is one for the erection on the
Franco-German frontier of a high -power

casting company. Later, in the courts the,
State was non -suited, and the Post Office
came in for considerable criticism for having adopted so arbitrary an attitude in the
flatter.

transmitter, to be linked by land -line to

In support of the present wireless Bill

sions.

-

the capital for the purpose of broadcasting a plea will be put forward by the Ministry
high-class entertainments, extensive news of Commerce that a law must be passed
bulletins and official propaganda with a which will prevent an official administraview to counteracting in Alsace-Lorraine tion being made the laughing -stock of the
.any German influence which may be entire country.
J.' G. A.
achieved through the activities

of the

Langenberg and Freiburg wireless telephony stations.
In the meantime,

however, through

BATTERY -CELL

CONNECTIONS

THOSE who have low-tension battery
cells of low amperage may lengthen
various districts of France, as there exists their period of use by connecting them in
no legislation which could empower any parallel.
For instance, if four two -volt cells, each
Government department to cope with the
having an amperage of ten -hours actual,
matter.
On a recent occasion when Radio -Tou- are available, and it is desired to use four
louse, prevented by the postal authorities volts, the cells should be connected in two
from using a telephone line for the relay pairs, in series. Each pair is then conof a sacred service from the cathedral, nected in parallel. Thus four volts with.
effected the broadcast by a short-wave an amperage of twenty hours actual is
H. B.
transmitter-picked up on a super -het and obtained.
re -broadcast by its main station-sum- " SUCCESS WITH U.S.A. STATIONS " (continued
Ministry of
from preceding page)
Posts and Telegraphs and served on both holm earlier in the evening.
The Swedish
the arch -priest of that city and the broad station uses a wavelength of 454.5 metres,
and that of W J Z is .2 metre less. Failing
Stockholm, you are almost sure to be able
to pick up Paris P T T and Oslo; Bound,
brook's tuning is just midway between the

private enterprise; several new-and unlicensed-tranSmitters arc being set up in

settings required for them.
The third really reliable American transmission just now is W B Z, whose wavelength is 333.5 metres. If you ,can get
Nuremburg 'on 329.7 metres a very slight
increase will bring in Naples on .333.3
metres, a transmission which is usually
rather muzzy:partly on account of its
sharing a wavelength with Reykjavik and
partly because a heterodyne from- Cartagena frequently occurs. These settings will
be almost exactly thOse needed for W B Z,
but should you he unable to find -them you
have only to tune in Bournemouth and to
rise a little above him.

If you follow out these hints you will
most likely pick up one or more of the
transmissions referred to. Once you have
received them you will have no great diffi-

culty in picking up others, for you will
have known settings at three points in the
broadcast band from which you can work
urWards or downwards.
J. H. R.
The Chinese Puzzle, a play which scored
a considerable success in the British Isles
a few years ago, will be broadcast from
WIRELESS IN THE ROYAL COMPARTMENT ON THE "RENOWN."
A Wireless Set has been installed in the day -room of- the Royal nartments on H.M.S.

"Renown" for the use of T.R.H. the -Duke and Duchess of York.

2 L 0 and s X X on February 4. Miss
Ethel Irving has been engaged for the
principal role.

.
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THE

"HOUSEHOLD TWO"
A Set for the Non -technical Listener
PRIMARILY this receiver is for loudspeaker work; although, as two valves
are employed, the range may be considerably extended if phones are used. For

graph. The second photograph shows
the interior of the cabinet, and the diagram gives a clear idea of the arrange-

ceiver-one detector and one stage of L.F.
amplification --is amply large enough; a
third valve is only necessary where great
range of reception or additional volume is

cabinet; so that the few components may
be mounted thereon and a large portion
of the wiring completed before the base
is dropped into the cabinet. It is then

required.

fixed in place with four wood -screws.
Of course the transformer, coil holder,
valve holders and grid condenser may be

'

ment of the components on the bottom of

broadcast reception, -over. short distances the box.
A false bottom is provided for the
from the local station a two -valve re-

The receiver here described is neat and
compact, simple to operate (simplicity of
operation is absolutely necessary in a set
to which the adjective "household " may
he applied), and gives good loud -speaker
reception over a distance, of about fifteen
to twenty miles from a main station.

General Construction
The

not self-contained, as re-

gards the high-tension battery and accumulator, since the fumes given off by the
latter' are apt 'to corrode metal parts id

mounted direct on to the bottom of the
box if desired; wiring up will be rendered
The Household Two " ready for use.
,a much more difficult task, however, as
the sides of the cabinet will prevent free that the shanks of the terminals do not
use of the soldering iron.
short-circuit to the cabinet. Flex leads
The only point which calls for notice in are taken from L.T. negative and IS on
connection

with .the

baseboard is

mounting of the two -coil holder.
component, it will he
seen, is mounted at the
back of the baseboard,
and.a long extension is
fitted to the .spindle to

the the transformer to a grid -bias battery
This clipped in place against one side of the
A

iii

battery, however, is enclosed in the case, front of the cabinet
and a terminal strip is provided on the near the terminal strip.
outside of the cabinet for aerial, earth, This is done in order
loud -speaker wires and battery con- to avoid hand -capacity
effects

disturbing t h e

The loud -speaker stands on top of the coil setting, and also
polished oak cabinet, and the appearance to make the wiring to
of the whole is distinctly pleasing, as may the holder as short as
be seen on reference to the first photo- possible. H.F. wires
would

have "-to

places

were

5

l'

iii

rg

II

.001

1

,

r

,

,_

the

holder placed. close up

I \ ''

'

------

cross

,\

--_-_-1_.---

_

----ii

,
[1.

r.

ICIUN___

L.F. wires in a number
of

HT- LT- LT+

VIRIFOWAr

the receiver, and the cabinet would have to
be much larger to accommodate the highThe nine -volt grid bring it through the
tension battery.

nections.

MT+

E

Gc.& LEAK

0

0

0

0

0

11!.

the front of. the
----:-------_?-"\
_---r----11-7----:,=_.:::_-::::.-,..,_, . ...-_....
cabinet.
The variable c o n
Diagram Showing Connections.
denser is mounted
direct on to the side of the cabinet, box; about 41)4 volts bias is necessary
to

'

ebonite bushes being used, also, the mov- with most valves, but a nine -volt battery
at earth is' Used, so that there is plenty of margin.
potential-this, again, to reduce hand The L.T.. positive terminal is earthed,

ing elates arc arranged to be
capacity effects.

for the only reason that the grid leak is

The filament-rheostat-there is only one
controlling both valves -is also mounted
on the side of the box, but no insulating
bushes are needed; as it is at earth

placed direct across the condenser instead
of between grid and the L.T. positive wire
itself. This method is quite satisfactory

potential.

connection from the leak to the terminal

and

eliminates the need for an extra

The L.F. transformer, mounted on the strip.
is an Energo with a .00iNo theoretical circuit diagram is given,
microfarad fixed condenser placed across as the "straight " two -valve circuit is
false bottom,

the primary. The condenser is supported well known to most amateurs. Those who
only by the stiff tinned -copper wiring.
arc unable to follow a theoretical diagram
On the terminal strip. are connecting will find the diagram given here of great
points for aerial and earth, loud -speaker, use, as actual pointsto-point connections
H.T., with separate tappings for detector are shown. The diagram is not to scale
and L.F. valve, and the L.T. The wood but the false bottom measures 12 in. by
ivo of Interior of the " Household Two."

at the back of. the strip is cut away so 9 in.

-
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WITHOUT FEAR OR FAVOUR

rr

Ittti

A Weekly Programme Criticism by Sydney A. Moseley

The short programme by the Arts'
"I wager that wh,cie one listener wants
0" course I may be too conscious of
the new era in broadcasting, but I .League Travelling Theatre was, as one . Spanish, a hundred want French," he says.
feel that the last few programmes have expected, efficient and sufficient. The title
Another argument of his is that most
been in the nature of experiments. I am of the Arts' League is rather awesinspir- of the "boys" who were over in France
fully aware that the change for the ing, but, as a matter of fact, they provide during the Great Upheaval know a Smatmoment is in name only; but, nevertheless, fare which all of us may appreciate. ,They :tering of French, and therefore are interthere is such a thing as the human eleinent gave me an impression of understanding ested in the French talk.
even in broadcasting, and I imagine that their job thoroughly, and I hope that the
On the other hand, as -I pointed out to
a self-conscious effort to make things "short"programme will expand to a bhp, Spanish is a language of growing
better on Januarys is the cause of these fuller, one in due course.
commercial importance, and that if he took
unsatisfactory programmes.
a census' of opinions among listeners in
*
*
*
*
Ragged is the* word rather. For ingeneral he would find that not one in a
It
is
a
curious
thing
that
the
programme
stance, to take one evening's programme.
thousand cared a jot for either language
,From 7 o'clock to 7.15 we had a talk. I am now criticising is'really full of exa, pity, but 'tis. true.
planation
and
exhortation,
Even
at
ten
Then we had Bach, which is in the nature O'cloCk We Were given another lecture
*
of being educational, then another talk, under the guise of a controversy ai to the
Another
correspondent who prides himand then a story - all in less than an .respective merits between jazz and
self"
On
tieing
a God-fearing man objects to
hour ! A song recital; preceded by exclamations, and then more classical music classical music. I think some of us have - there being "far too many religious services on Sunday," the only day on which
-this time Mozart. I suppose announce- fully made up our minds ere this !
'a good many listeners are free to enjoy
*
ments are necessary; but since I prefer to
One of my correspondents has asked me a full wireless programme. My reply to
use the high -power station I get more than
my share of these, and when this is fol- to 'express a view as to the curtailing of this is that the extra services recently were
lowed by another talk-well, I believe and the. French talk. He is 'a commercial due to the New Year. In any case, I am
devoutly hope, however, that the pro- editor, and is therefore particularly inter- sure it is not a question of "shoving religrammes will settle down to something of ested. His argument is that French is gion down our throats," because, first of
all, the remedy is to switch off if you an
more universal than Spanish.
their old form.
not in a receptive mood, and, secondly,
you are not bound to believe all. you hear.
So you see that, in private in any case, I
,

.

defend

the B.B.C. from unfair attacks.

*

*

*

*

*

settled down the other_night to hear
what I thought would be a first-class programme. In the preliminary notice of "A
I

Dream Fantasy ot. 1926 " we were told that

as the fantasy progressed there would be
mingled impressions of outstanding transmissions of the year. This was a very
fine idea, but strangely spoilt by an undignified effort to reply to critics, and of
far too many interruptions in the dream
fantasy itself. If the B.B.C. had simply
let its critics remain asleep while we were
given some of the biggest hits of the year
it would have achieved its purpose far
more successfully. I felt that I had never
witnessed such a grand idea so hopelessly
mishandled.

"Looking Backward,- too, wa-i overThere was far too much Eckerslev,
and too much exaggeration of the noisy
part of the B.B.C.'s early difficulties. The
engineer, however, made a real hit in his
done.

WIRELESS ON LIGHTHOUSES AND LIGHTSHIPS.
Part of the crew of the "Royal Sovereign" Lightship enjoying the broadcasting. AMATEUR
WIRELESS has undertaken to design and supply a receiver for the &achy Head Lighthouse.

modernised parody of "The House that
Jack Built " stunt. But I suppose one
must allow for the exuberance of the last
day of the old regime.
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high

14 inch flare

Adjustable air gap.

FOR all its low price, the C2 can challenge comparison with loud speakers
costing two and three times as much. In fact it is doubtful whether there is
a better horn loud Speaker at any price. Listen to a C2 at your dealer's, then
consider the superlative quality of the reproduction given by this very inexpensive instrument-the only full-sized, full -toned loud speaker at or near 13.0.0
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Ample Stocks Available

RS
-r-YEDEE C.2.
`British Thomsen -Houston Co., Ltd.

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning " A.W." to Advertisers
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YOUR REQUIREMENTS fully met by the EELEX Treb!e.

THE

Duty Terminal and Standardised Plugs and Sockets System

"UNIVANE"s

Over 4,600 degrees

INVESTIGATE for yourself by writing for LIST A.W.3
This .Sy,tem is used and advised by all 1,0 .t.eaciing Wireless Journals.

of Vernier Tuning!
The " Univane " gives the equivalent
of a continuous Vernier adjustment

EELEX HOUSE

118,

between minimum capacity and 0.0005

Rotation of the scale moves
one vane at a time, adding it to or
subtracting it from those already in
mfd.

opposition.

Bunhill Row,

E.C.

Phone : Clerkenwell 9282

THE RADIO SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN

This enables you to pick up station
after station with the greatest accuracy,

and the figures on the small dial can
be noted to form a permanent log of
all stations heard.

The " Univane " is intended for use
on every occasion where the ordinary
variable condenser is now employed.
It is in no sense a condenser for special
circuits, and in these days of ultra fine

tuning it is a necessity whether you
" search the ether " or merely listen

ANNUAL DIARY
& LOG BOOK, 1927
(First Year)

Containing:-

Appreciation by SENATORE MARCONI
P. P. Eckersley, M.I.E.E.;
Admiral Sir Henry Jackson, C.B.E.; J. F. Stanley, B.Sc.,

to your local station.

Contributions by Capt.

It is backed by the full Dubilier guaran.
tee and is further described in our new

A.C.G.I.; H. Beva Swift, A.M.I.E.E.; H. J. Hibberd,
M.I.R.E., F.R.S.A.; W. K. Alford, The most complete
International Directory of Amateur transmitters yet

Catalogue. May we send you a copy?

Price, of all dealers

25f-

ADVT. OF THE DUMMER CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD.
WORKS,

VICTORIA ROAD,

tELEINIONE: CHISWICK 224I -Z-3.

representing

upwards of 6,000

Stations.

Tables, etc., specially ruled, dated, and printed daily diary -logging chart covering 365 days, complete with
permanent bookmark blotter. Size Foolscap 8 ins, by
131 ins. Bound stout full cloth.

A Real Radio Log Book and work of reference, indis-

DUBILIER
DUCON

published,

Hy ACTON, W.;
N.C. 25)

pensable to the experimenter, amateur, or ordinary listener.
Only a limited edition available. Price 3/6, postage 6d.

From the Publishers:-

PRINTING-CRAFT, LTD.,

34, Red Lion Square, Holborn, W.C.1.
or through your local newsagent.

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW
and avoid disappointment.

Arli;erthers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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This

tppOr-)U-

valuable

Booklet
is obtainable
from your

Dealer for
a Nominal
Sum
THE contents include hints on
the construction and operation
of wireless sets, notes on valves

with a comprehensive list of valves

recommended for each stage, and
diagrams of connections for eleven
different circuits.

M

LTD.

IN IT II

HOLLINWOOD, LANCASHIRE
FERRANTI, LTD.,
Bush House,
London, W.C.2.

FERRANTI ELECTRIC, LIMITED,
Toronto,
Canada.

FERRANTI. INCORPORATED,
140, W. 42nd Street,
,New York.

Please Mention " A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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Do you want glorious volume and vivid,
clear-cut music?
Of course you do, but why spend more
on your valves and four times as much on
upkeep expenses by using 6 -volt valves?
The S.T. 2 -volt valves work better than
most 6 -volt valves, although they only take

one -tenth of an ampere filament current,
and will work excellently on only 60 volts
high tension. All the arguments which

have been brought forward in favour of
point one valves apply to S.T.'s. All the
arguments 'in favour of glowless filaments
apply to the torodium filament common to

all S.T. valves. But the real secret of
the efficiency of the S.T.'s lies, as the
raboratories of the Wireless 'World "
have stated, in the high amplification

combined with the low impedance of the
valve. The dynamic curves of the S.T.
2 -volt valves explain what everyone finds
in practice, that they give wonderful signal
strength with smaller batteries than any
other valve, and, of course, each valve is
tested under the personal supervision of
John Scott -Taggart,

and

it's

life

is

insured at Lloyds.
S.T.21 (H.F.) 0.1 amp. ... 14/S.T.22 ( L.F. and Det.) 0.1

14/amp.
S.T.23 (Power) 0.15 amp. 18/6
S.T. Ltd., 2, Melbourne Place,
Aldwych, London, W.C.2 (next

to Australia House).

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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Cjavele,t,e/e
e", Congratulations

.0r ti

again,. that high -frequency

5,000 and 6,000 metres have probably been

I AM sure that every wireless enthusiast coils of special kinds will be at their best
I was delighted to see on opening his only when used with valves of particular
morning paper on New Year's Day that characteristics. American coils are de:he managing director of the old British signed for American valves. In the States
Broadcasting Company and of the present the selection of "toobs " available is a
British Broadcasting Corporation had re- very small one; they have nothing like the
ceived the honour of a knighthood. No variety of types that We have, nor are
one has done more than Sir John Reith those that they have on the whole so effito assist the progress of wireless as a cient as our own. It is therefore .unlikely
national hobby, for it is mainly to his that the . full efficiency of .a British valve
efforts Tat the old company and, the new will, be brought out by American high -fre-

able to pick up and to hear both the transmissions from Rugby and the replies from
America. They will have found, 'though,
that if either of these transmissions is
tuned -in in the ordinary way with the set
in a stable condition only a jumbled sound
can be heard. When the set is allowed to
oscillate speech becomes quite clear. This
is because the transmissions are done on

corporation owe both their splendid organ-

isation and their forward policy. It must never be forgotten that the
B.B.C. were the pioneers of broadcasting
on this side of the Atlantic. Though trans-

missions had been made with a certain
amount of regularity prior fo the formation of the company from a few stations
such as the Eiffel Tower and. Writtle,
nothing like a regular Service of news

Do not

quency couplings.

Push-pull H.F. Circuits

the side -band system.

.Transmissions 'from an ordinary broadcasting station consist of three parts : the
carrier wave, the upper side -band and the
lower side -band.

In those of the Trans-

It is a curious thing that although push- - atlantic service the carrier wave and one
pull amplification has been extensively of the side -hands arc filtered out. Nothing
used at low -frequency one rarely sees refer- whatever can be understood unless the
ences to H.F. push-pull circuits. Yet there carrier wave is replaced by allowing the
is apparently no reason why this principle receiving set to oscillate. - At present then
should not be applied to high -frequency it is quite easy to overhear conversations.
currents, and, in fact, the Editor informs But the -authorities are not -going to allow
me that an ingenious unit operating on this condition of affairs to continue for

and entertainment had ever been attempted
previously. It was then a matter of break- this principle will be described by Mr. very long: A system has already been
ing new ground, and of providing a system Reyner in the February issue of The Wire- worked out whereby such. distortion can be.
introduced deliberately at the transmitting
to meet present and future requirements. less Magazine..
When one looks into the question there end that neither head nor tail can he made
How successful Mr. Reith's system has
been may be judged from. the fact that arc really many advantages of a push-pull of messages as. picked up by a set such
nearly all European countries haVe- used arrangement at high frequency, some of as yours and mine.

as a Model, and that Ainericaris who' which are not present in the corresponding low -frequency circuit. For example,
the- wish that they had something of the. it enables one to obtain satisfactory amplification from two high -frequency valves
same -kind over there.
with only one tuned circuit, so that there
is an attendant simplification in this reA *Yarning
Speaking of America reminds me that spect. There are, I believe, several other
there arc signs at the present time that useful points in connection with the
manufacturers in the States intend to make scheme, and I am certainly looking forefforts to capture a large part of the wire- ward to Mr. Reyner's set when it does
it

come to this country seldom fail to express

less trade in this country. They have not appear.

been exactly idle in the past, for certain
American components have a pretty wide

Two New Valves

A Queer Problem
One of the problems which confronted
the engineers' engaged in working out the
details of the Transatlantic telephone serkice was that which is known as "singing
round the ring." If you possess a microphone you can easily see what this means
by connecting it up to the note -Magnifying

side of your 'set and placing one of your
telephone receivers Close to it. If now a
sound- is 'picked- up by the microphone it

the Iow-freqUency stages,
I .see there arc two new valve arrivals, is passed through
the telephone receiver after amsale here. Some of them are undoubtedly the DEH612 and DEL612 respectively, reaching
From the receiver it. goes back
extraordinarily good, particularly those in- marketed by the General Electric Co., Ltd. plification.
to
the
microphone,
and- -the. process contended for use on the high -frequency side In the normal Ivay one would rather tend tinues until a tiny sound
built up to an
of the receiving set, but there are few to deprecate the advent of more valves to ear-splitting rear. Do totis-try
the C"xperiwhich are not equalled or bettered by the an already well stocked field, but these ment with the Post Office telephone,
productions of manufacturers of standing valves fall into certain well-defined types, may have,. serious consequences bothOr toit
in our own country. What the intending and are, in fact, representative examples yourself and' to the operator at the expurchaser should remember is that Ameri- of a good high -frequency and good low can components are made to suit a public frequency 'amplifier valve respectively, and change.
"Singing round the ring" on the grand
whose recpairem-ents are different to ours.
can be used very satisfactorily with existtook place when Rugby first started
Over here one of the chief problems as ing types of circuit. ' What is particularly scale
Transatlantic.
working. - What happened
regards high -frequency amplification is to pleasing is the method of classifying the
was
that,
despite
the difference in waveobtain such selectivity as will separate valves, so that the filament current and length, signals were
picked up by a receivon
wavelengths
differing
transmissions
voltage can he seen at a glance without ing station in this country
for which 'they
by ten kilocycles with.outputs of from 1.5 having either to rely on a colossal memory were not intended, and Were
so "short-cirIp
America
the
number
of
to to kilowatts.
or to refer to a pocket book.
cuited
"
back
to
the
transmitter.
The diffistations rated, at 1.5 kilowatts upwards is
culty has now been entirely overcome; and
Can It be Done?
quite small.; the average American broadcast transmitter works with a power of
One of the drawbacks to the wide use no trouble of any kind is experienced in
half a kilowatt or less. Now, it is one of the new Transatlantic telephone -ser- this way:
Beam Telephony
thing to separate two half -kilowatt stations vice by big business firms is that there is
on neighbouring wavelengths and,. quite not, yet` any guarantee that conversations
Meanwhile the Marconi .beam stations

another to bring in, say, Leipzig, at fifteen
miles from London when 2 L 0 is working.

ti ill ,be secret.

Many readers who _haVe

re port that telephonic communication..with

sets that will reach wavelengths between Canada is so good and so reliable that- a
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service could be started almost at any time
Have Home Stations Benefited ?
if the necessary facilities were . granted.
There can be no doubt that, taken as a
Experimental working with Australia has whole,
the Geneva wavelength scheme is
also been carried. out with great success.
a
big
success,
despite the interference that
There seems to be no doubt that the beam is still experienced
through the .standing
system is by far the more economical of out of the Russian and
Spanish stations,
the two, for a power of only 20 kilowatts
or so will suffice to drive signals from one and a few small ones in other countries.
how has it affected the stations of the
side of the world to the other. For this But
B.B.C. ? My experience is that Birmingreason it is held that if the beam system
Glasgow and Manchester haVe scored
,vere used for long-distance telephony it ham,
considerably
by being cleared from heterocould be, made* to pay with charges very
interference, but, on the other hand,
much smaller than those in foice for dyne
Cardiff has had a bad time from a Spanish
the present Transatlantic service.
whilst Bournemouth, NewI have 'always held that the future of heterodyne,
castle
and
Belfast
suffer severely from the
commercial wireless was inseparably bound effects of morse signals.
up with the short waves and the beam sysBournemouth I can sometimesi get free
tem, and, to this belief I still adhere. I
spark interference, but it seems to be
cannot see the use of "telling the world " from
almost
invariably present when either of
by broadcasting with equal intensity in all
the
other
two is tuned -in. However, if
directions when you are conducting a con
listeners are not worried by sparks it
versation intended to be simply from Lon- local
does not matter very greatly, since the
don to New York.

nig engineer of the General Electric Co.
and the Radio Corporation of America.
Some- time ago it was pointed out
AMATEUR WIRELESS that the tremendous
number of separate signals which it is

warms the cockles of the hearts of all keen
Better News Bulletins
D X'ers. You, - I have no doubt, know
One
of
the first of the good deeds of
what this means. On certain nights you
the
British
Broadcasting Corporation has
can turn your dials through quite a number
of degrees and find the wavelengths over been to improve the 'news service. In

second.

necessary to transmit every second in order

to build up recognisable images in television would necessitate the use of oscillations of enormous frequency. I t is rather
interesting in this respect to find that it is
this very problem which is holding up the
practical application of Dr. Alexanderson's
process at the moment. The inventor

pointed out that it would be necessary to
establish a television wave band 700 kilocycles wide-that is, a radio channel
occupying waves between 20 and 21 metres.

Speed Requirements

Dr. Alexanderson stated that the speed
requirements for distinct vision are at the
moment "beyond the present capabilities
rest of us have now an ample number of of radio." In order to transmit' minute
alternative programmes to choose from. changes in facial expression between two
Good for D X
Balancing
up the gains and the losses, we persons conversing in- New York and LonReception conditions have been for some
don, it is necessary to transmit no less
little time now about as good as they could must, I think, agree that we do not wish than 300,000 separate signals per second.
to
go
back
to
the
old
disorder,
in
which
possibly be. Except for very brief spells,
With wireless systems of transmission at
associated usually with rapid fluctuations there was sometimes not a single pro- present available across the Atlantic this
gramme,
not
even
excepting
that
of
the
of the barometer, atmospherics have been
is not -possible; and he 'is therefore attemptalmost entirely absent, and the ether has local station, that could be heard without ing to employ seven separate radio ciran
unwanted
accompaniment.
about it that pleasant "liveliness " that
cuits, each .of 40,000 picture -units per
Dr. Alexanderson's work on the generation of high -frequency currents for radio
telegraphy is so well known that his
prophecy of an early solution of wireless

which you have passed apparently com- future we are to have long descriptive
pletely deserted.. If, in fact, you go from accounts of important sporting and other
one end of the scale to the other, you will events, which should be most attractive.
hear nothing except the nearer of the home It has always seemed to me rather ridiculous that, though the sounds of the racestations and such Continental giants as course
could be broadcast, as they were
i Frankfurt, Hamburg and Leipzig. Those
year, we could not be told via the
are the nights when the ether is dead. last
Such transmissions as you do get seem dull loud -speaker the name of the winner of
the Derby. In future all this will be
Ind lacking in quality.

Fading
On a lively night stations come in at
..very tick of your condensers. If they are

far away they may be but faint, but they
are there all the same. On several occasions lately I have been able to run right
over the broadcast band, picking up almost
every main transmission or common wave-

television across the Atlantic demands
serious attention. Some excellent examples
of the almost instantaneous transmission of

images were shown on the occasion of his
lecture at the American Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers, which support the fact
that the mechanical side of his system
has reached the stage of commercial practicability.
Much depends on the future progress of
short-wave telegraphy; but apart from the

altered. Big fights, races, football matches
and so on will be reported, as they are now
in America, in France, and in other countries. I am sure that the new service will
in no way hurt the newspapers, though, on
the other hand, it will.give a tremendous
impetus to the popularity of wireless.

somewhat

ambitious

project of

seeing

across the Atlantic there is no doubt that
we shall shortly be hearing more of this
faMous engineer's system of television over
shorter distances.

Transatlantic Television
That there is some prospect of seeing

.

A Jolly Half-hour

length group that appears in the Geneva
The half an hour of Policemen's Minlist. I do not mean to say that I have re- by wireless across the Atlantic before strelsy was quite jolly. Who would have
very
long
is
made
evident
by
the
demonceived every one of these stations well.
imagined our burly guardians of the law
Some of them were, of course, jammed stration which has just been given before capable of such sentimental ditties? The
by mush, sparks, or heterodyneS, and others the American Institute of Electrical last man I heard singing "Arise, '0 Sun !
were too faint to be of much use. Still, Engineers by Dr. AIexanderson, consult- was a pale, thin, msthetic-looking fellow.
one could listen with enjoyment to more
I imagined that the "bobby " who sang it
than a score of different programmes. The t.,:-:::-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-.:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-::-:-:-:-:-:-:- t over the microphOne would have sung him
only thing that has been against long-dis- * Are you following the articles on
off the planet! Whenever I see a policetance reception of late is fading, and this .....
:. man at point duty I shall imagine him with
has unfortunately been father marked. It .i: CONSTANT COUPLING
a black visage, short -cropped curly hair,
has, in fact, affected at times practically
:. and eyes rolling to heaven, proclaiming a
by
..:.
every station with the exception of the local tJ. H. Re ner, B.Sc.(116n,.), A.31.1.E.E.
song of love to the sun. Well, pass along,
.

one.

!:::-:-:::::-:":.:::::-:..:::":"::":"::.:.;*

-

please.

THERMION.
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A Useful Coil Rack

lator will quickly run down and begin to

coils will last longer if a rack
PLUG-IN
is provided for those coils which are
not in use.
Most of the required dimensions are
given in the accompanying sketch. Two

A Home-made Variable Grid

4

'16

sulphate.

M. R.

Leak

to"

unwind two turns to make the required 75.
In the case of. a coil -winder consisting
of 15 pins on each side, the twist should be

SHOWN in the photograph below is a made round every seventh opposite piny.
variable grid leak which can he very
easily made- up from odds and ends.

0

lady, when winding a 75 -turn coil to
wind until there are seven twists round
each pin (giving 77 turns), and then

It will be seen that an ebonite knob is
connected to a brass rod which is free to
move inside a large terminal top.
To the end of -the rod nearest to the

Start of cod

knob is connected' a 2 -in. length of twine
which has been soaked in Indian ink. A

short length of thin clock spring is then
A Honeycomb -coil Former.
arranged so that one end is held under
pieces of hardwood to in. by I3,?; in. by a terminal and the other end is secured to and when there is one twist round each.
in. should be obtained. One other piece the free end of the twine. When the pin there will be 13 turns on the former
is required for the base, measuring 4 in.
G. A. H.
Dimensions of Coil Rack.

by 334 in. by s in.

If the coils are of the plug -and -socket
variety, alternate holes drilled in the long

Indoor -aerial Spreaders
OLD gramophone records, particularly
the larger ones, make excellent

piece as shown will be sufficient.

If two -pin coil plugs are used, pairs of

spreaders for indoor aerials of the
sausage ". type. They are also good insulators, and Therefore the usual porcelain

holes should he drilled, their distance apart

depending, of course, on the distance between the pins on the plug.
H. P.

insulators may he dispensed with.

An aerial arranged on this principle

Using a Faulty Accumulator
AFOUR -VOLT accumulator with a leak
between - the two compartments may

be successfully used as a 2 -volt cell by
altering the lug connections at the top.
The original bridge piece, shown dotted,
should be removed and substituted by connectors as shown in full lines in the
diagram. The leak between the compartDISC012/7eCr-

comprises two large records, a quantity o.
No.

Photograph of Home-made Grid Leak.

22

d.c.C.

Wire

(single bell -flex

i,

preferable), and eight short lengths 01
cord, each disc being marked off and

ebonite knob is rotated the brass rod pro- drilled as shown in the sketch, so that the
gressively short-circuits the prepared twine wires may be fitted as near to the periphery
and so decreases the value of the resist- as possible.
The holes for the supporting cords
ance.
A. P.
(four in each disc) are drilled in the ap-

Winding Honeycomb Coils

proximate positions shown, the cords being

MANY amateurs who wind their own
honeycomb coilS will have found
difficulty in deciding the correct number
of pins to miss when crossing the wire
from side to -side, and also in ascertaining

when the required number of turns are
wound on the former.

In the case of -a former consisting of
24 pins on each side the twist is made
round every sixth opposite pin as illus- trated.

When all the 4S pins have one twist
Indoor -aerial Spreader.
round them it will be found that there are
I complete turns on the former.
joined together at their outer ends and
ments will then make no difference to the
Thus it is an easy 'matter when wind attached to the wall in the usual manner.
working of the accumulator.
To mark off the discs,' first decide upon
The voltage will, of course, be reduced ing, say a too -turn coil, to wind until
to 2, while the ampere -hour capacity will there are nine twists round each pin (giv the number of wires to he used; mark off
ing 99 turns) and to add the, one extra a corresponding number of divisions on a
be doubled.
Immediately a leaky. separator is dis- tarn to make the required too ;' or, simi- piece of drawing paper which is cut to
the same dimensions as one of the discs,
covered it is imperative that the original
lug connector be removed, or the accumu- " A.W." Solves Your Wireless Troubles and use the paper as a template. 0. J. R.
Altered Accumulator ConnectiOns.
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THE KING
HONOURS MR. REITH
A Knighthood for the Director -General
of the B.Q.C.
badly wounded at Loo,, being incapaci-

tor -General of the British Broadcasting
Corporatibn.

tated from further_ active service. He was
their sent to the United States of America,
where for two years he -was the officer re-.
sponsible for British contracts in America,

Born 37 years ago, Sir John is the son
of Dr. George Reith, who for fifty years

was .minister of the College Church; Glas-

gow, and also Moderator of the United/ and had six hundred inspectors working
His grand- under his control.
Free Church of Scotland.
father was General Manager of the .Grand.

He returned to this country to take up a

Trunk Railway of Canada, and subse- special Admiralty appointment until 1919,

when he took charge of the liquidation of
ordnance contracts. In 1920 he' went, to

quently for thirty years head of the Clyde
{Photo: OIi

Navigation Co. -

Edis

Sir John was educated at the Glas- Beardmore's at Coatsbridge as general
manager, a position he filled for two
years. It was in 1922 that he was 'apTHE King has been pleased to confer a
knighthood upon Mr. John Charles menced his business career as an appren- pointed General Manager of the British.
Welsham Reith, Managing Director of the tice, in engineering at the North British Broadcasting Co., Ltd. We are sure 0 -tat
British Broadcasting Co., Ltd. since the Locomotive Works. During the war he our readers Will join with us in congratu'
Sir John Reith.

gow Academy, Gresham School and Royal
Technical College, Glasgow, and com-

lating Sir John on the honour bestowed,

formation of that company, and now Direc- served with the Royal Engineers and was

TORODIUM-FILAMENT VALVES
Some Details of the New S.T. Productions
-.._

WE' have recently had the oppor-

tunity of testing a new group' of
valves known as S.T. valves, manufac-

PLATE CUT AWAY
TO SNOW GRID S.,

impedance, together with a comparatively
high -amplification factor for such types,'

FILAMENT

while they possess a large grid base en-

FILAMENT

tured by S.T. Ltd., of 2, Melbourne Place,

abling the valve to deal with powerful signals.- It should be noted that the 4- and

London, W. C.2.

6 -volt :super -power valves have identical

These valves are made in the usual
2-, 4- and 6 -volt ranges, there being three
valves in- each range, consisting of one
H.F. and two L.F. With the exception
of the " super "-power valves, the filament
consumption of the entire range is .1
ampere, and no glow is visible from the

characteristics with a grid base of approximately 3o volts at a plate voltage of
120.

These super -power valves, when tested,
gave great volume and exceptional purity
of tone.- In this latter respect the valves
are among the best we have tested.
The three H.F. valves are, also particu-

filaments.

The filament is made of Torodium, a

recently -invented alloy of precious metals
which gives off, at a very low temperature, a copious stream of electrons which

does not decrease in quantity throughout
the life of the valve.
A torodium filament
is extremely strong,
and n o ordinary
mechanical v i h r a-

tion will fracture it.
A glance at the
accompanying table

of the electrical

properties of t h e
valves shows that
the low - frequency

valves have a low

larly efficient and bring in the distant

stations with surprising volume. We can
recommend them particularly for neutrodyne circuits and for resistance -capacity
amplifiers. The S.T.
61 is a particularly

Diagram showing Internal Construction of
S.T. Valves.

Anode' Imped ance
.

Nomenclature

Ftl.

of Valve

Purpose

Voltage

S. T.21
S. T.22
S. T. 23
S. T.4.1

H.F.
L.F.
Power
H.F.

1.8
1.8
1.8

S. T.42
S. T.43

Power
Super -power

S. T. 61

S. T.62
S. T. 63

H.F.

Power
Super -power

3.7
3.8
3.8
5.6
5.6
5.6

Fit,
Current.
.1

.1
.15
.1
.1

.25
.1

.25

Voltage

Amplification

Factor

valves are

26,000

40.520
40-12o

i6,000
6,000

6

40-520
40-120

16,000
6,000

13
6

120

4,oco
20,000
6,000

3 33

4,0"

3.33

120

.

'

20

8.3

well

made, having. a hori
zontal flat' plate,
grid and filament..
A silVered pipless

16
10

8o -22o

50-120
80-120

good detector.
Mechanically, the

6

bulb and a grained
ebonite cap give a
Very handsome- appearance.
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THE NEW QD

liNIMiC COIL

NO. 1 *H.F. TRANSFORMER
225-500 METRES.
This Transformer is an addition to the H.F.

Barrel

type

series,

characteristics:-

and

has

the

following

Range Covered: (.0003 Variable Condenser) 225/500
metres.

Windings: Balanced primary and secondary, enabling
the unit to be used for normal transformer H.F.
coupling, or fOr neutralised circuits.

This issue is made in response to a very definite
demand for a transformer enabling the user to
cover normal British Broadcast wavelengths, yet
at the same time allowing immediate access to the
225/300 metre band.

The change of Transformer necessary to effect

this with our previous ranges is by this model

rendered unnecessary.
Consistent in quality and performance with
our previous issues, and under our usual Guarantee.

PRICE 10/- EACH
DEMAND OF YOUR DEALER tAlt COMPONENTS
BRITISH, BEST & CHEAPEST IN THE LONG RUN
Telephone
SLOUGH
441-442

fictri

Its extreme utility will be obvious.
The base is of special interest. As will
be seen from the illustration, the connecting plates on the coil are firmly
gripped between the spring connecting
jaws on base, ensuring a tight contact,
at the same time enabling the coil to be
moved through an angle of 90 degrees.
In fact it is a general utility coil, but
to those who have constructed the
" Elstree Six " we strongly advise the
substitution of a 48) UNIMIC of suitable value for the Duo -lateral Coil as
now used.
The advantage is that the coupling is
increased and made variable.
(Special Base Mounting supplied)
Price, 5/-.

Base 2/6 extra.
1/4,

al 1 Karg

Telegrams

16* 1.71-1

RADIETHER
SLOUCH

Manufacturers of Wireless and Scientific Apparatus

WEXHAM ROAD, SLOUGH, BUCKS
irk

IRISH AGENTS: B.N.B. WIRELESS LTD. DUBLIN & BELFAST

Pools Advertising Service Ltd.

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of " A.W." with Your Order
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End your Valve Troubles -fit

Burndept ANTI -PHONIC
VALVE HOLDERS
They eliminate Nlicrophonic noises and tend to lengthen the life of your
valves by protecting the filament from shock.

The name " Anti -phonic " was
No. 401
BURNDEPT " ANTI -PHONIC " VALVEHOLDER for panel or base mounting, with screws. In carton, 2/9.

coined by Burndept, the originators and patentees of the idea.

NEW TYPE FIXED RESISTORS
Fit these to your set, one in series with each valve, you can then adapt your
receiver for use with any valve you choose, with any accumulator within
practical limits. Further, it is impossible to overrun or burn out valves, as
by the chance turning of a rheostat on too far. Supplied in 18 different values
from 0.5 ohms to 50 ohms, 1/8 each. Screw holders in cartons containing

two, 2/,

Write to us or ask your local Dealer for the

BURNDEPT RESISTOR CHART
which shows you the correct value of Resistor

to use with every well-known
make of Valve in conjunction with either a 2-, 4-, or 6 -volt Accumulator.

London Showrooms :

15, Bedford Street,
Strand, W.C.2.

ft3U R N DE PT
g r bSzO /ffTfffr6(74
;4(;,A.ewzz4,1

Offices and Factory :
Blackheath,
London, S.E.3.

--;EKCQ: H.T. UNITS4SCRAP DRY BATTERIES!
By obtaining H.T. Current from Electric Supply Mains (D.C. &
A.C.) by just attaching adaptor to Electric Light Lampholder !

OfFON
120

o

EAU

0-100 -

0

0

,PCCT

1.1.1541W OA A

4A1115

SAFE!
SILENT!
SOUND!

The name
does not rotate:
The head does not

come off
The slot and

x fEr x 7'
Model V2A-A.C.

eliminate soldering.

PP

patentThe finish is
perfect throughout
designs.

Complete
No.
248,921, 4th

March, 1925, and

registe

Standard Large Insulated Model
(polished black bakelite), Type B,
9d. each. Popular Model (non -

THE

"QUALITY'

insulated), Type M, 6d. each.

SIZE 6')e 6"X 3Ya
Model V2A-D.C.

UNIT

28 different engravings stocked.

Catalogue free on request.

Illustrated Folder FREE.

BELLINGLEE

Obtainable from all the leading Wireless Stores or direct from

Advt. of BELLING & LEE, Ltd, Queensway Works

UNITS TO SUIT } FROM
ALL SETS

42'6

n (DEPT. K), 513

-

COLE L A' WESTCLIFF-ON-SEA
LONDON ROAD

4

TERMINALS
Ponders End, Middlesex.

Please Mention " AW." When Corresponding with Advertisers

i1LC.1 t.
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Cbnatant COWny
A \ew Develooment
,.6y J.H.REYNER

B.Schrions)AMIEE -

SOME FURTHER ARRANGEMENTS
IN my article last week I showed that in a
simple wireless receiver there were facItors which make the tendency to oscillation
s vary as the tuning capacity is altered, so

dependent dn the relative proportions of duced in the secondary circuit, under given
the tapped portion of the windings and conditions, as the frequency is -varied over
the normal tuning range, which in the
the whole coil.
At

c we have a

third arrangement,

that the receiver was more lively at certain parts of the condenser scale, more
usually towards the bottom. I further

Such a graph would be a rising line, as
shown by the full line in'Fig. 3, indicating

showed that as a result of recent research,

2

various effects had been caused to balance
one another out, so that the receiver maintained a constant sensitivity over the
whole of the tuning range.
It was shown that the most satisfactory
solution to the difficulty lay in the use of
what are known as constant -coupled circuits.
Energy is transferred from one
circuit to another, either through an
amplifying device, such as a valve, or by

ett

A diagrammatic representation

of

a

transformer -coupled circuit is given in
Fig. r (A). Any currents flowing in the

primary circuit will affect the secondary
by magnetic coupling.
\Ve can achieve the same result, how-

ever, by taking a direct tapping on the
secondary coil, as at 11, in which case we
obtain the well-known auto -transformer
/LIT

us now consider the

capacity -coupled

C2

circuit,

effect of a
such as that

Here the total volti (c).
age developed in the circuit is divided
shown by Fig.

across the two condensers CI and. e2, each

of which carries a certain proportion of
the full voltage. The actual proportion
in which the voltage is divided across

B
Fig. I.-Transformer-coupled Circuits.

these two condensers, Cr and C2, depends
upon their relative values.
For example, if we make these two con-

which is really a development of the auto -

densers equal, then the voltage will be

in

Different Methods of Coupling

creased.

Capacity Coupling

means of magnetic or capacity coupling.
In .the case of a simple transformer,:for,
such a position that it is coupled magnetically to the secondary, and any current
flowing in the first coil then produces
corresponding currents in the secondary.

that the voltage in the secondary constantly increases as the frequency is in-

2

circuits had been devised in which the

example, we place the primary coil

case of the usual broadcast receiver is from
500 to 1,500 kilocycles (boo to 200 metres).

transformer -arrangement just discussed. equally divided across them, and, we shall
In this case, however, it is not the in- obtain an equivalent to a centre tapping
ductance which is tapped, but the capacity. on the circuit.
-We have divided the tuning condenser
into

two

portions, the primary circuit

An Inverse -Effect

The voltage developed across a conIt will be clear, therefore, that any cur- denser, however, decrease -s as we increase
rents flowing in the primary circuit will the value of the condenser. In this recause a voltage to be developed across this spect it behaves in exactly the opposite
common capacity, and this voltage will manner to an inductance, and it is really
give rise to current in the second circuit, this effect which is made use of in the parso that we obtain a similar effect to that ticular circuit which is being described.
resulting in the case of a magnetic This is a very important point, and one
being connected across one portion only.

coupling.

Variation with Frequency

Sum of MJC
-

Now let us consider the application of
these two types of coupling to a simple
radio -frequency transformer circuit. \Ve
will commence with the consideration of a
magnetic coupling, in which case the cir-

C

cuit, simplified by the omission of bat-

teries, would be as shown in Fig. 2.
I pointed out last week that the voltage
2.-Diagram of Magnetic Coupling.
produced in the secondary of the transformer depended not only upon the value
arrangement. Here the portion of the coil of the mutual inductance or coupling bewhich is included in the primary circuit tween the two coils, but also directly upon
replaces the primary winding, while still the frequency of the current. Thus, if we
acting .as a portion of the secondary double the_ frequency, keeping other concircuit.
ditions the same, we obtain twice as much
The result is similar in effect to that of voltage in the secondary circuit.
a pure transformer circuit, and the stepWe can, if we like, plot a graph showup ratio obtained from the arrangement is ing the relation between the voltage in-

.500

/000

4500

FREOULWCY11(.0

Fig. 3.-Graph showing Relation of Voltage
and Frequency, with Magnetic and Capacity
Couplings.

which must be thoroughly appreciated, although at first sight it appears a little
complicated, and for this reason I propose

to elaborate the, matter in a little more
detail.

Suppose we increase the value of the

Lima fur

treks5
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CONSTANT COUPLING
capacity ci to a considerable extent. The
voltage developed across this condenser
would then be very small, and consequently the coupling between the two circuits would also he extremely small. In
thC extreme we can increase the condenser
to an infinite extent, in which case it
becomes simply a short circuit. '
Consider, for example, the two circuits

by Fig. 4.
If we increase the
value of cm until it becomes a short circuit the arrangement may be redrawn, as
shown by Fig:. 4 (0) ;Thnd it- :will readily
be appreciated that if the coils IA and 1.2
are not magnetically coupled together,
then there is no coupling at all between

shown

these two circuits.
Conversely if we reduce the value of the
Condenser cm, -We Should increase the
coupling between_ the circuits until, if we
remove the coupling condenser altogether,

both the circuits will become part of the
same circuit, which is the maximum possible coupling between. them. Thus, reverting to Fig. t (c), we see that according to the relative proportions of the condensers Cr and c2, so we can vary the

(continued from preceding page)

Now we have seen that the coupling be- Considerable Possibilities
tween the circuits depends entirely upon
This, then, is the new principle which is
the propOrfion of this voltage across the going to give rise to a whole host of new
coupling condenser to the total voltage, . and interesting circuits. We have only to
and we see, therefore, that as see increase design our transformers such that they
the frequency of the currents in the circuit, make use of a combination of magnetic
so we decrease the value of the coupling coupling and capacity coupling in the
in the transformer.
This is the exact manner just defined,
and we can then
opposite of the condition of affairs ob- devise a balance between the two, such
tained with the magnetic. coupling-, and if that the energy transfer at all points of
we plot the voltage introduced into the the frequency scale is the same. Once we
have achieved this result, we can proceed
to apply it to _all manner of differen'
circuits.

In the particular example :a high -frequency transformer has been chosen for
purposes of explanation. One- of the dis-

advantages -of the present type of transformer is that it is much more lively and
sensitive on the higher frequencies (lower
wavelengths), whereas if .. we' adopt a

method such as this we can obtain -a,uniform sensitivity over the: whole of - the
scale.

If we can do this we can at once dis-

pense with the reaction control, which is
B
one of the advantages. gained from
coupling between the two circuits.
Fig. 4.-If CM is very large, the circuits
system. Again, I pointed -out -in my prebecome completely isolated.
vious article the possible application of
A Practical Circuit
Now let us- examine the effect of a secondary by this capacity coupling we this principle to a simple single -valve
capacity -coupled circuit, such as that. obtain a falling line as the frequency in- circuit, in which by maintaining the conshown in Fig. 5. \\'e have here a fixed creases, indicated by the dotted line in stants of the circuit fixed over the whole
scale, we could apply a fixed
value for the coupling condenser Ct, but Fig. 3.
amount of reaction- which would not rein order to tune the circuit we have made
quire. alteration over the tuning range,
the condenser ca variable. The anode The Basic Principle
obtaining the' "stay -inn " singlecircuit has, of course, to be slightly
At this stage the basic principle of the thus
modified, because the condenser et would idea becomes immerliately obvious. It is valver Which has been the ideal of many a
act as a complete, barrier for ,the high- only necessary to proportion the circuit in radio designer.
tension current, and we must therefore such a manner that the rate of variation
arrange for the high-tension supply to the of the capacity coupling is the same as Further Developments
first valve by means of a high -frequency that of the magnetic coupling. Then if
There is, however, an ev,ii more imchoke. This, however, does not enter into we add these two effects together we shall portant developMent still,_ which I shall
the consideration of the circuit, and we
deal with in a future article.- It is posare only concerned with the transformer
sible, having once achieved this constancy
H.T.
portion.
of coupling in inter -valve circuits, to disLet us assume that the maximum value
pense entirely with the usual methods of
of the capacity Cr is about the same order
-stabilisation without any loss of efficiency.
as the capacity of Ca, for the sake of arguA modern neutralised circuit is a flexible
ment. At the low freqUencies-that is to
arrangement, and gives stability and effisay, .with the condenser c2 all inthe
ciency under widely differing conditions ;
voltage acrosa the condenser CI is then
but it has several limitations, which are
about one-half of the total voltage, As we
entirely eliminated with this new type of
decrease the value of the condenser c2,
circuit, and we shall discuss later how
however, the ratio between the two- conthis can be done.
densers varies continually.
For the present, however, I propose tc
give some practical details' of simple cirAn Automatic Variation
cuits which readers can try out fOr them- .4, 5.-A Circuit El mloying the New
At the other end of the scale, therefore,
selves. Although the principle itself is so
Capacity -coupling Principle.
where the frequency is considerably higher,
pleasingly simple, yet- it Will be realised
we have the condition of affairs that Cr is obtain a constant coupling over the whole that some experimental work is necessary
several times as large as the capacity Ca; of the range. In the particular cases in order to find the correct proportions of
and since the voltage is in the .inverse shown in Fig. 3 we have plotted curves the various parts of the circuit.
ratio of these capacities, we find that the which have the necessary characteristics,
I have now' completed the- preliminary
voltage developed across Cr, instead of and it will be seen that by.,adding up the experimental work; and my next article
being about one-half of the whole, is only two curves, the total coupling at any point will contain some practical details of
a much smaller fraction, something' like is always the same, giving us a horizontal simple circuits incorporating the .-new
one -tenth.
line of constant coupling.principle.
,
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"A.W." TESTS OF APPARATUS
Conducted by our Technical Editor, I. H. REY NER, B.Sc.(Hons.), A.M.I.E.E.

G.E.C. Tapped L.F. Transformer
ADISTINCTLY interesting component
which has been submitted to us by
the General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet
Kingsway,

House,

is

the

Gecophone

tapped transformer: The object of the
tappings in this instrument is not the

according to the different uses to which choke been designed
they are to be put.

They consist in

In appearance the choke is all
that could be desired.
The address of the Ormond Engineering Co., is 199-205 Pentonville Rd., N..1.
marked,

control.

The instrument in question has a high inductance primary winding, since the

A New Coil Holder

transformer is intended to be used in the

WE have received from the London

first stage following a comparatively high impedance valve.
The maximum ratio with the full
secondary winding in use is 4/I, while
secondary,

the

connections

being

a

the two ends of the winding being \ clearly

variation being provided in order to produce a satisfactory method of volume

the

at

Two soldering tags of convenient size
are mounted one each side of the choke,

variation of the step-up ratio in an attempt to match the valves in use, the

there are eight definite tapping points on

to function

higher wavelength than that of Daventry.
general of a socket and a plug, the latter
The choke is easily mounted on a basecarrying two pins which fit into the socket. board or panel by means of two screws
The actual shape of these pins depends passing through a sniall aluminium
upon the type of the unit, various different bracket.

and

A Crawford Plug and Jack.

Provincial

Radio

Co.,

Ltd.,

of

Colne Lane, Colne, Lancs, one of the L.
and P. two -coil holders. This coil holder
is designed for baseboard mounting, the
spindle which operates the moving coil

brought to a small terminal bar at the top. designs being arranged to suit different holder coming through a hole in the panel.
An 8 -point tapping switch is also sup- requirements.
The moving coil holdei rotates on an axis
An ingenious feature of the jacks is that parallel to the panel, being operated by a
plied with the above transformer, designed
for panel mounting by a single -hole fix- they short circuit when the plug is removed, so that- in the case of a house wiring system a series wiring may be adopted,
the loud -speaker (which is connected to
the plug) being inserted in the jack in the
particular room required.
Jacks are also made by this firm which
do not contain ihis internal shorting
mechanism, and we should recommend
readers interested to apply to the firm in
question for a catalogue of their goods.

ri

G.E.C. Tapped L.F. Transformer.

ing. A definite "click " device is provided,

Ormond H.F. Choke
SHOWN in

the photograph below is the

so that the correct position of the switch Ormond radio -frequency choke which has
may be readily felt.
On test we found that this instrument
gave excellent quality in the first stage,
and that the method of volume control was

admirable, the volume being reduced on
the lowest tapping to something like onefourth of the full sound. The quality was
unimpaired by this tapping arrangemeitt,
.and we can thoroughly recommend this interesting component to our readers.

We understand the tapping switch is
also supplied as a separate unit at a price

of 45. 6d.

Crawford Phone Jacks
THERE is an increasing tendency nowadays

towards the use. of house wiring systems
for loud -speaker or telephone reception.
We have received from Messrs. Crawford
and Co., Derby Road, West Green, London, N.I5, some samples of their special
jacks which are designed for this and other
spheres of wireless activity.

-Various types of these jacks are made

The L. Si P. Coil Holder.

worm and pinion mechanism. Six complete rotations of the spindle are required

in order to rotate the moving coil block
through 90 degrees.

The instrument is soundly constructed,

and we are pleased to note that pigtail

connections are provided between the moving coil block and the two terminals.

We also received with the instrument a
special dial engraved o to 90 over a space
of about 340 degrees. By means of the
special reduction gear this dial is caused
to rotate at one -sixth of the speed of the
operating spindle. It thus gives a definite indication of the actual angular position of the moving coil block which would
normally be obscured by the panel.
Ormond H.F. Choke.
The whole instrument is cleverly thought
been sent to us for test. It is quite satis- out, and we feel sure it will recommend
itself to our readers.
factory on the broadcast wavelengths.
It chokes high -frequency oscillations up
As a result of the latest re -allocation of
to a wavelength just above that of
Daventry, and will be satisfactory for use wavelengths, Bournemouth is reported by
when receiving Daventry. It would, how- listeners in the, West of Scotland to be
ever, have been more - suitable had the the best British distant station.
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MAKING A MOVING -COIL LOUD -SPEAKER
it must be free from kinks. Start
winding the wire on the paper tube A-. in.
from one end of the tube, proceeding for

Figs. i and 2 are photographs of the in
strument.- The whole of the framework
of wood except for the front facing, which
is of thick cardboard (plywood would 1),

and

.in. towards the other end, and taking
care that the layer is wound compactly,
turn touching turn. The end of the first
layer will come within - in. of the end

better).

Framework
The dimensions of the framework ar,

front give rigidity to the frame and also

speaker lies in a construction with a lightly
suspended cone (Made of paper or similar
material) with a moving -coil drive. The
loud -speaker

described

in

the

present

article is built on these lines, and although
it lacks external finish, and is capable of

improvement both in general layout and
appearance, it nevertheless works excellently and will serve as a basis for readers
to start upon if they feel inclined to take
up this line of experiment.

wind the second layer nicely unless the
first is perfect. A good light and a large
magnifying glass are of assistance. The

serve as extra support for the cardboard or
plywood facing, which is fastened on with
sipall tacks. Those corner struts need not
be repeated at the hack. The reasons for
using -such an open framework instead of
a box with closed -in sides are twofold.
First, it is more convenient for experimenting,

finished windings can be effectively secured

by smearing a layer of Seccotine all over

them; better still - is celluloid solution.
When everything has set the coil may be
removed from the former, but it is adxisable to keep it plugged with a tightly fitting cylindrical object of some kind until
it has been finally fixed to the diaphragm.
It is only by making the coil as compact
as possible that the necessary number of
turns can be got into the small space available. A clumsy coil would necessitate a
farger annular gap in the- magnetic field,

and secondly, any enclosed cavity

such as g box is liable to produce resonance
effects.

The Diaphragm
The diaphragm is made of

ordinary
cartridge paper. Considerable care must
be exercised in marking out, cutting and
sticking it in order that the finished
article may be neat, symmetrical and without kinks. To start with, the paper mint
be absolutely flat. First
of all, lay the paper upon
a flat ,surface and mark

which would result in reduced efficiency.

Fig. 1.-A Photograph of the Complete Instrument.

does not bend to shape readily it may be
softened temporarily by moistening both
sides slightly with .a damp Sponge. The
edges may he stuck together with Seccotine, and the surfaces should be held together under slight pressure until the
adhesive has set.
It will be noticed in Fig. 4 that a number of small circles of various diameters '
are drawn about the centre point of the
paper while still in the flat. The reason
for this is that -the tip of the finished cone
will have to be cut off to allow for thee
mowing coil, and' to leave .a clear space
inside the latter for the centre core of the
field magnet. It is -difficult to set out
neat circle round a finished cone, but 41 a
number of circles are set out before t7k

out a circle of S -in. radius

as shown in Fig. 4 (P.94)
Mark out two points on
the circumference 14.2 in.
apart, as measured round
the

circumference,

and

draw a straight line from
each of these two points
to the centre. The portion between these two
lines (shown shaded in
Fig. 4) is cut out, but it
is important to leave an
extra edge about ;.j. in.
wide to overlap and allow
for sticking. This allowance will be quite clearly
from the
understood

bending process, one of them will be 11.,.rly

enough correct on the finished
serve as a guide for cutting.

The part of the
paper disc which is retained is now bent until
figure.

Fig. 2.-This Photograph shows the Front of the Loud -speaker.

the radial edges meet all
along and overlap by the
width of the margin referred to. If the paper

;IN{IGllIIj11111i1 I{3

Of -the tube. A second layer is wofind back
on top of the first to the point' from which
the winding was started.
It is more difficult to wind the second
layer than -the first, and it is impossible to

shown in Fig. 3 (p. 94). It is built of wood .
of z in. square cross section. The cornet=
are secured with ordinary countersunk 2 -in.
wood screws. The corner struts on the

THE writer is of the opinion that the
nearest approach to a perfect loud-

thread

By E. HOWARD ROBINSON

The first published Article on the construction of the most, modern type of Loud -speaker

Fig. 7.-Arrangement of Baffle -Plate.

,..5eysperisien

cone to

The Moving Coil
The moving coil itself requires mow
care in construction than any other part of
.

the apparatus, as the annular gap into
winch it has to fit is very 'narrow. No
attempt should be made to constri:. t this

Fixing

coil until the complete field magnet is to
hand, as the obvious procedure is to fit the
coil to the field and not vice versa; The.
field used,in the present case is taken from
a standard Magnavox loud -speaker, and
fulfils the purpose- very well.

In making the moving coil, the

first

thing to do is to make or obtain a cylinder

of ebonite or metal having a diameter
about ,1,- in. greater than that of the centre.

core of the field. This cylinder is.mounted

The method of fixing
the ;moving coil to the
diaphragm is shown in

meter of about

gauge
enamelled wire is suitable for this purpose,
on.

No.

36

squares of paper and some adhesive. This
keeps the loose leads out of the way of the

magnetic field pot and serves as an extra
precaution- against the coil becoming unwound.

The next thing

phragm.

is

to mount the 'dia-

The front of the loud -speaker is

faced with cardboard or thin wood and
has a circular hole 4 in. greater in diameter than the edge of the. diaphragm.

A

stuck, the joint may be

wound

The ends of the wire from the

coil may be secured to the diaphragm, as
shown in Fig. 5, by means- of two small

number of equal radial
cuts are made round th
coil, so that when the

Winding the :Coil
be

hesive.

iii.

smaller than the coil.

little
tongues
t huH
formed are bent back the
coil will fit just friction tight into the enlarged
hole. - It is in this operation that the circles previously set out -round the

When the adhesive has set the wire

Fig. 5.-Method of Fixing Moving Coil.

Fig. 5. The tip of the
cone is cut off to leave
a circular hole of a dia-

in a wheel -brace, so that it can be rotated
and used as a former. In order that the
finished coil will not stick to the former, it
is best to wind one or two thicknesses of
thin waxed paper round the latter. Next
cut a strip of cartridge paper
in. wide
and long enough to go round the former.
twice.. Wrap this strip- neatly round the
former and secure the overlapping edges
with Seccotine, taking care that the little
paper tube thus formed does not stick to
the waxed paper beneath.

may

kehraym

apex will be found use-

ful as a guide to accurate work. When the coil
is in position the tongues

are bent up and stuck.
When the tongues have

reinforced by smearing

inside and outside with
some More of the ad-

Fig. 6.-A Photograph of the parts of the Magnetic System.
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MAKING A MOVING -COIL LOUD -SPEAKER
it must be free from kinks. Start
winding the wire on the paper tube A-. in.
from one end of the tube, proceeding for

Figs. i and 2 are photographs of the in
strument.- The whole of the framework
of wood except for the front facing, which
is of thick cardboard (plywood would 1),

and

.in. towards the other end, and taking
care that the layer is wound compactly,
turn touching turn. The end of the first
layer will come within - in. of the end

better).

Framework
The dimensions of the framework ar,

front give rigidity to the frame and also

speaker lies in a construction with a lightly
suspended cone (Made of paper or similar
material) with a moving -coil drive. The
loud -speaker

described

in

the

present

article is built on these lines, and although
it lacks external finish, and is capable of

improvement both in general layout and
appearance, it nevertheless works excellently and will serve as a basis for readers
to start upon if they feel inclined to take
up this line of experiment.

wind the second layer nicely unless the
first is perfect. A good light and a large
magnifying glass are of assistance. The

serve as extra support for the cardboard or
plywood facing, which is fastened on with
sipall tacks. Those corner struts need not
be repeated at the hack. The reasons for
using -such an open framework instead of
a box with closed -in sides are twofold.
First, it is more convenient for experimenting,

finished windings can be effectively secured

by smearing a layer of Seccotine all over

them; better still - is celluloid solution.
When everything has set the coil may be
removed from the former, but it is adxisable to keep it plugged with a tightly fitting cylindrical object of some kind until
it has been finally fixed to the diaphragm.
It is only by making the coil as compact
as possible that the necessary number of
turns can be got into the small space available. A clumsy coil would necessitate a
farger annular gap in the- magnetic field,

and secondly, any enclosed cavity

such as g box is liable to produce resonance
effects.

The Diaphragm
The diaphragm is made of

ordinary
cartridge paper. Considerable care must
be exercised in marking out, cutting and
sticking it in order that the finished
article may be neat, symmetrical and without kinks. To start with, the paper mint
be absolutely flat. First
of all, lay the paper upon
a flat ,surface and mark

which would result in reduced efficiency.

Fig. 1.-A Photograph of the Complete Instrument.

does not bend to shape readily it may be
softened temporarily by moistening both
sides slightly with .a damp Sponge. The
edges may he stuck together with Seccotine, and the surfaces should be held together under slight pressure until the
adhesive has set.
It will be noticed in Fig. 4 that a number of small circles of various diameters '
are drawn about the centre point of the
paper while still in the flat. The reason
for this is that -the tip of the finished cone
will have to be cut off to allow for thee
mowing coil, and' to leave .a clear space
inside the latter for the centre core of the
field magnet. It is -difficult to set out
neat circle round a finished cone, but 41 a
number of circles are set out before t7k

out a circle of S -in. radius

as shown in Fig. 4 (P.94)
Mark out two points on
the circumference 14.2 in.
apart, as measured round
the

circumference,

and

draw a straight line from
each of these two points
to the centre. The portion between these two
lines (shown shaded in
Fig. 4) is cut out, but it
is important to leave an
extra edge about ;.j. in.
wide to overlap and allow
for sticking. This allowance will be quite clearly
from the
understood

bending process, one of them will be 11.,.rly

enough correct on the finished
serve as a guide for cutting.

The part of the
paper disc which is retained is now bent until
figure.

Fig. 2.-This Photograph shows the Front of the Loud -speaker.

the radial edges meet all
along and overlap by the
width of the margin referred to. If the paper

;IN{IGllIIj11111i1 I{3

Of -the tube. A second layer is wofind back
on top of the first to the point' from which
the winding was started.
It is more difficult to wind the second
layer than -the first, and it is impossible to

shown in Fig. 3 (p. 94). It is built of wood .
of z in. square cross section. The cornet=
are secured with ordinary countersunk 2 -in.
wood screws. The corner struts on the

THE writer is of the opinion that the
nearest approach to a perfect loud-

thread

By E. HOWARD ROBINSON

The first published Article on the construction of the most, modern type of Loud -speaker

Fig. 7.-Arrangement of Baffle -Plate.

,..5eysperisien

cone to

The Moving Coil
The moving coil itself requires mow
care in construction than any other part of
.

the apparatus, as the annular gap into
winch it has to fit is very 'narrow. No
attempt should be made to constri:. t this

Fixing

coil until the complete field magnet is to
hand, as the obvious procedure is to fit the
coil to the field and not vice versa; The.
field used,in the present case is taken from
a standard Magnavox loud -speaker, and
fulfils the purpose- very well.

In making the moving coil, the

first

thing to do is to make or obtain a cylinder

of ebonite or metal having a diameter
about ,1,- in. greater than that of the centre.

core of the field. This cylinder is.mounted

The method of fixing
the ;moving coil to the
diaphragm is shown in

meter of about

gauge
enamelled wire is suitable for this purpose,
on.

No.

36

squares of paper and some adhesive. This
keeps the loose leads out of the way of the

magnetic field pot and serves as an extra
precaution- against the coil becoming unwound.

The next thing

phragm.

is

to mount the 'dia-

The front of the loud -speaker is

faced with cardboard or thin wood and
has a circular hole 4 in. greater in diameter than the edge of the. diaphragm.

A

stuck, the joint may be

wound

The ends of the wire from the

coil may be secured to the diaphragm, as
shown in Fig. 5, by means- of two small

number of equal radial
cuts are made round th
coil, so that when the

Winding the :Coil
be

hesive.

iii.

smaller than the coil.

little
tongues
t huH
formed are bent back the
coil will fit just friction tight into the enlarged
hole. - It is in this operation that the circles previously set out -round the

When the adhesive has set the wire

Fig. 5.-Method of Fixing Moving Coil.

Fig. 5. The tip of the
cone is cut off to leave
a circular hole of a dia-

in a wheel -brace, so that it can be rotated
and used as a former. In order that the
finished coil will not stick to the former, it
is best to wind one or two thicknesses of
thin waxed paper round the latter. Next
cut a strip of cartridge paper
in. wide
and long enough to go round the former.
twice.. Wrap this strip- neatly round the
former and secure the overlapping edges
with Seccotine, taking care that the little
paper tube thus formed does not stick to
the waxed paper beneath.

may

kehraym

apex will be found use-

ful as a guide to accurate work. When the coil
is in position the tongues

are bent up and stuck.
When the tongues have

reinforced by smearing

inside and outside with
some More of the ad-

Fig. 6.-A Photograph of the parts of the Magnetic System.
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MAKING A MOVING -COIL LOUD -SPEAKER
This provides a 2 -in. margin to be bridged

with oiled silk. A ring of oiled silk is cut
out having:a suitable width to cover this
margin and to leave an extra margin of
in. on either side to allow for sticking
the diaphragm and the front facing of

JANUARY 15, 1927

(Continued from preceding page)

The latter is arranged to take ciably, as the impedance of the valve and
up the weight of the apex of the dia- the transformer primary is already several
length.

phragm -and maintain its axis horizontal. thousand ohms.
Backward and forward movement is in no
A few extra ohms in the moving -coil
way impeded by this arrangement.
circuit will effect a considerable reduction
Owing to the small number of turns in the strength of reproduction. At the
which it is possible same time the leads from the moving coil
-r
to
use on the moving -to the transform& should be thin and just
fr -,------- ...1
coil
it is not satisfac- long enough to exert no pull on the dia/t o r y to connect it phragm.
/7/:
directly in the anode
There is a lot of room for experiment in
i
circuit of a valve; a connection with the best design of input
suitable step - down transformer, the best number of turns, the
transformer must be best ratio, etc. It is a good plan to make
8
employed. The trans- an experimental transformer with tapped
former from a Mag- primary and secondary windings so that
navox .loud - speaker various ratios can be tried. The same regives good, results; marks apply to the moving' coil. In the
,68:;
but a closed - core space we have at our disposal for the
iN....
transformer specially latter we can either have a small number
/AIM
constructed for the of turns of thick wire or a larger number
is better. This of turns of fine wire. In any case the
/2 .75-01 job
may be built on the transformer must be made to match the
Fig. ,3.-Constructional Details. of Loud -speaker Framework.
lines of an inter -valve moving coil and the valve with which it
transformer, with a is working. The particular transformer
the frame. Fix the oiled silk ring to the primary wound on the usual lines to described above works well with an LS5
diaphragm first. To do this, place the match the impedance of the valve in in the last stage of the receiver.
diaphragm face downwards on a flat sur- whose anode circuit it has to function.
face and treat the edge on the outside with The secondary, however, instead of being
a
margin of Seccotine. Now bring wound to give a step-up, is wound with a
the oiled -silk ring down on to the edge of comparatively small number of turns of
the diaphragm from above and arrange the thick. wire to give a step-down ratio of
inner edge of the ring to overlap the edge about 30 : t. For instance, quite a good
of the margin of the diaphragm evenly. transfornier could be made from a Marconi
Except where it overlaps the edge of the Ideal transformer by .scrapping the existing
diaphragm it must lie flat. Press theover- secondary and substituting one consisting
Edge /eft fa/
lapping edges together to ensure adhesion. of too turns of No. 26 d.c.c. wire. This is

1

1

I

hai.

A certain amount of creasing of

the

oiled silk is bound to occur, and it is desirable. that any such creasing be evenly
distributed all the way round. Allow the
Seccotine two or three hours to set before
proceeding further. The outer margin is
next stuck to the back edge of the front
facing of, the loud -speaker frame so that
the diaphragm is held centrally. The
oiled silk margin should be just sufficiently

A Home-made Transformer
The writer constructed a very suitable
transformer, using a core built up from
shell -type laminations such as are used in
The crosstransformers.
section of the central core was t in. square:

bell -ringing

This was wound first with too turns of

No. 26 d.c.c. copper wire to serve as the
secondary and then with, 3,000 turns of
No. 4o s.s.c. as primary, primary and
secondary being carefully insulated from
each other.. The secondary is wound in
two layers, as the wire is comparatively
thick. The primary may work quite well
if it is wound on anyhow, but the 'possibility of breakdown is greatly- reduced if

tight to avoid undue sagging, but should
not be drum -tight; the diaphragm should
be capable of being wobbled backwards
and forwards freely. The best plan when
sticking the outer edge of the oiled silk, is
to lay both loud -speaker frame and diaphragm face downwards upon a flat sur- neatly layer -wound.
face so as to remove all stress from the
It is advisable to incorporate this input
oiled silk during the sticking and setting transformer somewhere in the loud -speaker
process.

sticking

a somewhat expensive procedure however.

Attaching the Silk

Cat oat shaded

/4 2

)90/-1/og

Fig. 4.-Method of Making Paper Cone.
We have now to consider the question of

the magnetic field, and here, perhaps, is
the chief stumbling block from the average experimenter'S point of view. In the
first place, a special iron casting is necessary, and subsequently, when the finished
loud -speaker is in use, the field will need
battery power. In the writer's opinion the

itself; and to make the leads from the extra encumbrance due to this is more than

A conical diaphragm thus hung by its secondary to the moving coil ,as short as compensated by the results. Good results
edge is supported at a place not vertically possible. Resistance in the circuit constiabove its centre of gravity. The apex will tuted by the moving coil and the secondary
therefore tend to sag. This is remedied of the transformer must be kept low, as
by means of a vertical linen thread since the number of turns in the moving
attached to the diaphragm near its apex. coil is limited we need all the ampere The upper end of this thread is attached turns we can-get. tOng leads to the
to the top of the frame through an adjust- primary of the transformer, on the other
able screw, allowing an adjustment of hand, will not reduce the efficiency appre-

can be obtained with a field -magnet taking

less than one ampere from a 6 -volt accumid a.tor.

In the loudspeaker being described the
magnetic field is taken from a Magnavox
loud -speaker. This, of course, is an easy
way of avoiding a constructional difficulty.
,

(Concluded on page too)
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USE LISSEN FIXED CONDENSERS,
TOO, Mica & Mansbridge Type.
LISSEN Mica Type CONDENSERS
Small energy -conserving condensers-note the

new ease which enables the condenser to be
used upright or flat. -At present the new case
is available only in the most used capacities,
but will nuickly become a LISSEN standard.

Capacities

.0001 to .00r 1/.. each (much reduced).
.002 to .006 1/6 each (much reduced):

Accurate to 6% they never leak-they
never vary.

LISSEN Mansbridge Type
CONDENSERS
To a fine LISSEN quality condenser is added
the specially moulded case-the condenser
cannot short circuit on to its case. The new
L1SSEN case protects you if the condenser is
used in any circuit connected straight on to
the electric light mains. And due to our
new policy of direct -to -dealer distribution
this LISSEN Condenser costs no more than
the ordinary type.

A GREAT CHOKE as well as
a GREAT TRANSFORMER !
Transformer and Choke coupled amplifiers give greater and better volume per stage
than resistance capacity coupled amplifiers (popularly referred to as r.c. sets).
Practically no skill is required to balance the transformer or choke -coupled circuit
to suit the valves used, but in an R.C. Set that is a very important point which
requires careful watching. No special high tension voltage is necessary for transformer and choke couplings, either. Transformers and Chokes are widely used,
therefore, for excellent reasons. The advantage of being able to use a Transformer
also as a Choke is obvious. And NOT ONLY IS THE NEW LISSEN A GREAT
TRANSFORMER, but by the simple act of connecting two of its four terminals
together, we have found it to be A GREAT CHOKE, ALSO.
LISSEN has therefore given you a radio part that saves you buying two parts-for a
single LISSEN Transformer now enables you to make use of the two most used
methods of low frequency amplification.

FOR USE AS A CHOKE:
All you have to do

is

to connect together the terminal marked O.P. to the

terminal marked I.S. Then take a connection from the remaining two terminals,
and you have a HIGHLY EFFICIENT CHOKE. Your dealer will show you how
easily you can do this if you do not already know. Ask him.
Test this new LISSEN as a transformer against the most expensive transformer
you know of-test it as a Choke against the most expensive Choke you know of.
If, within seven days, you find a better Transformer or a better Choke, no matter
how high its price, then take the new LISSEN back to your dealer. It is
significant that LISSEN has unhesitatingly withdrawn in favour of this new
LISSEN all the previous expensive LISSEN transformers which have been on

.or

to

All

capacities, ere\ ioudy

suitable for all circuits and all valves you will
want to use.

Now

i,,9,

1/..

each.

A VALVE HOLDER

FOR CLEARER,
BETTER SIGNALS
Because of its low loss
ind 'ow capacity quail -

he LISSEN Valve

plays its
part in getting
clearer, louder
Sent out ready for
baseboard mounting, as

Holder

Never again pay a high price for a transformer-this new LISSEN will replace
any transformer mentioned or used in any circuit. Choose your own transformer
and your own parts. Remember there are many advertising manufacturers,
and that they expect a share of the use and mention of their products in any
circuit published in periodicals. You can gain in performance and in economy
if you choose your own transformer and other parts, for LISSEN now gives
you keen prices as well as LISSEN quality.

It is

3110

baked by sun, and the resistance value of these
leaks never altered.

USE IT AS A TRANSFORMER-USE IT AS A CHOKE, either way it AMPLIFIES

8'6

...

A case or tnese was left on our tat-t.ry roof
during the summer of iqzs, soaked in rain,

FULLY EVERY NOTE, EVERY TONE, EVERY HARMONIC. EVERY OVERTONE.

Resistance ratio 4 to 1.
Turns ratio 3 to 1.
Use it for 1, 2, or 3 stages L.F.

2/4

LISSEN FIXED GRID LEAKS

the market for several years.

GUARANTEED FOR 12 MONTHS

.00

shown,

it

can

also be

used for panel mounting
by

bending

straight.

the springs

L1SSEN VALVE HOLDER

(patented)
Previously 1/8, NOW 1/- each.
Improve every circuit by using LISSEN parts
wherever you can-save money too-for now

you get keen prices as well as fine quality.

LISSEN LIMITED, 16-20 Friars Lane, RICHMOND, SURREY
Managing Director: THOMAS N. COLE.
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ilULES.-Please write distinctly and keep to the point. We reply promptly by post. Please give all necessary details. Ask ons
question at a time to ensure a prompt reply, and please put sketches, layouts, diagrams, etc., on separate sheets containing your
came and address.

See special announcement below.

Calculating Frequency.

Hollow -toned Loud -speakers.

Q.-11 the wavelength of a station is known,
how can the frequency be found?-S. E.

Q.-Why should a loud -speaker which. gives
very satisfactory reproduction when used after
a transformer -coupled amplifier sound " hollow '' when used after resistance -coupled

(Leicester).

A.-By dividing the wavelength in metres

into the velocity of wireless waves.

The

stages?-T. P. (E.5).

A.-Many L.F. transformers tend to

velocity of these waves is 3oo,000,obo metres

per second.-J. F. J.

Low -loss Receivers for Long Waves.

ac-

centuate the medium and high frequencies, so

that the amplifying stages in which they are

Q. Is there any advantage to -be gained

from adopting low -loss methods of construction

When Asking
Technical Queries-

in a receiver to be used exclusively for the
reception of Daventry?-T. P. L. (Northampton).

A.-Some slight gain in signal strength
might be obtained, but H.F. losses are far

PLEASE write briefly
and to the point

less serious on wavelengths over 1,000 metres

than on the shcirter ones used by the main
broadcasting stations. In fact, these losses

become the more serious as the wavelength is

A Fee of One Shilling (postal order or
postage stamps) must accompany each
question and also a stamped, addressed
envelope and the coupon which will be
found on the last page.

reduced, and are of comparatively little im-

portance on the longer waves.-M.
L.T. Connections.

Q.-As Auncierstood that the function of the
L.T. accumulator was merely to raise the.
filaments of the valves to a sufficiently high
temperature, 1 was surprised to find that reversing the connections to the accumulator

Rough sketches and circuit diagrams can

be provided, but it will be necessary\to
charge a special fee (which will be
quoted upon request) for detail layouts
and designs.

made a great difference to the strength and
purity of reception. Why should this be?H. G. N. (Birmingham). -used do not amplify the lower frequencies in
A.-The chief function of the L.T. battery the correct proportion for faithful reproducis to heat the filaments, but the return grid tion. Some loud -speakers are designed to

When resistance -capacity coupling is used, cn
the other hand, the amplification can be made
nearly perfect, so that if a loud -speaker which
gives undue prominence to the lower notes is

used after such an amplifier, the effect you
mention may be noticed.-B.
Finding Earthed Main.

Q.-1 understand that in the case of a D.C.
lighting supply one of the mains is often
earthed. How can I find out whether this is.
so in my case, and which main it is that is
earthed? -1?. L. A. (Lanes).

A.-Connect one side of a lamp which is

rated at the mains voltage to one of the mains,

and earth the other side of the lamp.

If

nothing happens change the lamp over to the
other main. If nothing happens again neither
main is earthed. If in one case the lamp

lights up, the main which is not connected
to the lamp is earthed.

It is, of course, essen-

tial to use a good earth for this test.-J. F. J.
Carberundum Receiver.

Q.-Can you give me point-to-point connections for a carborundunz crystal receiver? The
following components are available: Variometer, carborundum detector, potentiometer, 4

dry cells of 154. volts each, terminals, etc.T. C. N. (Manchester).
A.-Connect the aerial terminal to one side
of the variometer and one side of the detector.
Connect the other side of detector to the potentiometer slider. Join the four cells in series
and across the potentiometer winding. Take a
tapping from the centre of the dry -cell battery

correct this fault by accentuating the low fre- to one phone terminal, and a lead from the
or indirectly to one side of the filament bat, quencies. In this way" nearly perfect repro- other
phone terminal to the other side of the
tery. Consequently reversing the connections duction may be obtained, although neither the variometer and earth.-M.
to the L.T. battery will alter the mean poten- amplifier nor the loud -speaker, taken separtials of the grids of the valves, which may ately, deals faithfully with the input signals. -Crystal Sensitivity.
cause the valves to be operated under quite
Q.-What is it that causes a crystal to lose
unsuitable conditions. It should be rememifs sensitivity after a time?-G. L. B. (Edinbered that wheneyer the grid potential is conburgh).
sidered it is with regard to the negative end
A.-It is rather difficult to answer this quesof the filament. If the L.T. connections are
tion, as it is not yet known what causes- the
ii
reversed, so also is the polarity of each of
crystal to be sensitive in the first place. It is
the filaments. --ii. F. J.
leads of the valves are connected either directly

"

however, that the sensitivity of a
crystal can be impaired by the application of
excessive heat, so that care should be taken
when securing the crystal in its cup. The
presence of grease on the crystal's surface may
known,

Applying Separate H.T. and G.B.
Q.-I have a straight -circuit three -valve receiver consisting of a tuned -anode coupled
H.F. valve, detector, and transformer -coupled
L.F. valve. At present there is only one posi-

also interfere with the crystal's action as a
rectifier, as can also the passage of a fairly
heavy current through the crystal contact.-

tive H.T. terminal and no provision for grid

bias. How can I apply separate H.T. volt-

M. R.

ages to each of the valves and G.B. to the last

valve?-G. T. P. (Ilford).
A.-First of all fit two new H.T. positive
and two G.B. terminals on the panel. Now
disconnect that end of the transformer primary

which at -present goes to the common H.T.

The Reinartz Circuit.

Q.-What advantages does the Reinarts circuit possess over the ordinary straight circuit
with a similar number of stages?-C. S.

a

(Beckenham).

positive terminal, and join it to one of the new
II.T. positive terminals. Disconnect that

A.-There are two main advantages of the
type of circuit to which you refer. One is

phone terminal which goes to the common
H.T. positive terminal, and connect it to the
new H.T. terminal. The old H.T. positive
terminal- will remain connected to one side of
the anode coil. Disconnect that end of the

transformer secondary which goes to L.T.
negative, and join it to one of the G.B. terminals, which will be G.B. negative. The
other new terminal, G.B. positive, is to be
wnnected to L.T. negative.-M. R.

BADLY SCR EENED1
CEO. ELOILIOOE

that, owing to the aperiodic coupling between
aerial and detector grid circuit, considerable
selectivity is obtained without complicating
the tuning. The other is that, owing to the
special method of obtaining a reaction effect,
the reaction adjustment is almost constant

over the whole tuning range with a given
set .of coils, so that altering the reaction

adjustment has less effect on the tuning than

is the case in`the ordinary circuit.-J. F. J.
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Ask your Dealer, or write
to -day for List " A.3" of
"Blue -Spot" Specialities -

the " Bins -Spot "

MULTIDYNE

1111111111111111111111111

ALL -WAVE COIL
AUNIVERSAL coil

in

the truegt sense of the word,' the

" Blue -Spot 7 .Multidyne Coil covers all wavelengths from

160 to 4,300 metres.

This wonderful new coil replaces

a whole set of ordinary coils and is equally suitable for use
on either crystal or valve sets as -a primary, secondary 'or reaction
coil.

, SUB -AGENTS:

For the Midland Counties:Foster-Boynton Co., Ltd.,
70, Lon hand Street.
Birniinghans.

For South Wales:-

Watson Bros..
48, Dock Street,
Newport.

For Lancashire and
Cheshire:F. A. HvPIWs & Co., Ltd.,
6. Booth Street East.
Charlton-on-211eillock.
Mnchester.

No other coil can separate Stations so sharply as does

the Multidyne All -wave Coil.= It can be used in every circuit
and is perfectly simple to operate. As a reaction coil it offers
quite unique -advantages the difficulty so often experienced in
' obtaining the correct ratios between reaction coils being entirely
eliminated. The carrier wave, is kept free from distortion
through adjustments. easily effected by means of a single lever.
Why have the trouble of obsolete sets of coils? Get a " Blue Spot " Multidyne All -wave coil at once.
msell111111111111011111,1111111

F. A. HUGHES & CO.,
Head Offices : 204-6, GREAT PORTLAND ST., LONDON, W.1

Advertisers Like to Know That-" You Saw it in " A.W."

Telephones :
#113setim 8635

Telegrams :

"Distancing, M eslo,
London."
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further protests are being directed to the
B.B.C. and the newspapers. Stories of
"public meetings and street processions "
arising out of the dropping of the dots are,
however, unfounded.

Although but little has been heard by
the general public of the short-wave tests
made by the Admiralty during the past two
years, considerable progress has been made

ALL B.B.C. stations now broadcast the telephone record, when a conversation was
official Greenwich time signals (six dot carried on over a circuit 3,800 kilometres
seconds) at 6.3o p.m. on weekdays, and long, as a feature of inauguration of
three times daily, namely, at io.30 a.m., standard rotary automatic telephone ser-

4 p.m., and io p.m., they are relayed to vice throughout Madrid.

Daventry. In the case of the high -power
The Postmaster -General announces that
station the signals are superimposed if it is hoped to open a preliminary public
necessary on any item of the programme Transatlantic telephone service as from
which may be in course of transmission, January 7 at 1.45 p.m. (British time). The
but from the London station this is not service will be available daily between 1.30

done, except when circumstances permit.
The chimes from Big Ben are regularly
broadcast at II a.m., p.m. and 7 p.m.,
and at other hours when programmes

p.m. and 6 p.m. (British time), and will be
restricted at the outset to conversations between subscribers in the London telephone
area and subscribers in New York and its
permit.
suburban area.
From several parts of Scotland reports
A radio versionir of The Beggar's Opera

in long-distance wireless communication.
Almost daily two-way communication has
been maintained with ships of H.M. Navy
proceeding to and from distant stations.
During H.R.H. the Duke of YOrk's trip to
Australia and back the Admiralty has every
hope of keeping in direct and constant
touch with H.M.S. Renown. Experimental
wireless amateurs who may pick up messages are requested not to make zany
attempt to communicate with this battle
cruiser ; such calls cannot be answered, and
the only results attained would be unnecessary

interference

on

the

wavelength

adopted for the transmissions.
Competition in Paris amongst the rival
broadcasters is daily becoming keener, and
each station in turn endeavours to secure
special attention to its subscribers. Outare niade that German stations come in will be given at the London studio on side broadcasts, however, are impossible to
better than any of the B.B.C. stations. In January 14. The original orchestra from any but the official P.T.T. transmitters, as,
the island Of Jura, it is stated, the only the Lyric Theatre, Hammersmith, will jealous of this monopoly, no authority is
station which can be heard clearly since take part in .the performance.
granted to,others for the use of the existthe new wavelengths scheme was inaugurThe Bulgarian Government has granted ing telephone landlines. Radio -Paris some
ated is in Germany.
a broadcasting licence to a small limited months ago had expressed the intention of
A Glasgow wireless firm has instituted a company which is now erecting a wireless relaying sacred services from the Cathedral
of Notre Dame, but, failing this possibility,
regular service scheme available for set station in the neighbourhood of Sofia.
has
the assistance of the Archowners at ZI per annum within a radius of
Many wireless listeners in the Rugby, -bishop of Paris (Cardinal Dubois) for the
ten miles of the city. The scheme includes Coventry
and
a mg on district have broadcast of religious sermons from the
free insurance.
been perplexed by increased interference Boulevard Haussmann studio every Sunday
A recital by famous artistes, to be given with their reception, and they are blaming
in London on January 27, will include two the experiments in wireless telephony between 12 and 12.15 p.m. Announcements
groups of songs and verse by Mr. D. Cleg- which Post" Office engineers are caurying have been made to the effect that the Cardinal would personally select his very best
horn Thomson, the B.B.C. northern -area - on at the Hillmorton Radio Station.
preachers for these transmissions.
director.
Provision for the proper regulation and
The French police have at last prohibited
Spark interference with Belfast pro- control ,of
wireless telegraphy and the .the use of loud -speakers used for the purgrammes has lately been rather severe, and
of State broadcasting stations pose of publicity in the streets of Paris.
many Ulster listeners urge that action' of maintenance
in the Free State is made in the new Considerable use had been made of this
some sort is essential to ensure reasonably Wireless Telegraphy Bill. It prohibits the
method of advertising goods, and many
free reception.
use or possession of 'apparatus for wireless
Statements in certain quarters That the re- telegraphy. , without a licence under a shops had installed them with a view to
moval of the Scottish headquarters of the penalty of £10 and the forfeiture of the attracting the attention of passers by; even
papers placed loud -speakers on the
B.B.C. from Glasgow to Edinburgh was apparatus, and a further fine of Zi for daily
balconies
of their premises for the broadunder contemplation are categorically every day dining which the offence concast of musical _items, intermingled with
denied by corporation officials. On the tinues.
advertisements; one of the local wireless
contrary, it is understood that under the
The new Langenberg (Rhineland) high - journals actually opened a species of Fun
projected high -power regional system the power
although not yet officially Fair, in which mechanical speakers were
importance of Glasgow in a broadcasting on the station,
air,
is
already
relaying daily pro- used for the purpose of boosting wares of
sense will betome still greater.
grammes from the Munster, Dortmund and every description. Broadcast publicity has
Mr. J. L. Baird, the inventor of the Tele- Cologne .studios on a wavelength of 468.8 - now been adopted by most of the. Paris
visor, by which objects can be seen by metres. Full power is not yet Used, but it wireless telephony stations as a source of
wireless at a distance, has gone a stage is being increased daily, and it is hoped revenue to the organisers of programmes.
further. He has now made it possible for that by January 15 the limit of 25 -kiloA small association of wireless enthusiobjects to be seen even when the objects watt aerial energy will be reached. The
_and the observers ate in darkness. He call, as given by the announcer, is flier asts recently installed a private broadcast
does this by -,an "'invisible beam, a beam Deutschland Rhein and Ruhr sender an transmitter in some disused military barracks -at Limoges (France). At the request
Langenberg.
composed of infra -red rays.
of the French Posts and Telegraphs AdKing Alfonso, General Primo de Rivera,
West -of -Scotland listeners are far from ministration the local authorities have
together with over zoo Government satisfied with the re -introduction of the ordered its removal. A new site is being
officials, diplomats and leading citizens of Greenwich time dots at 6.36 p.m. The de- found, and it is expected that the station
Spain, participated recently in the estaba, mand is still strong that this feature will be in operation within the next few
lishment of a new European long-distance be revived at the old hour of io p.m., and weeks.
1

Fixed Condensers: Edison Bell, .CC1 to 0006

HEADPHONES, 4,000 OHMS

.

..

Featherweight
N.K. Pattern

.002 to .006

49

19/11

20/30/20/ -

AERIAL WIRE
..
Ribbon Aerial, 100 ft. K. Brand
2/3; 5/26 ..
7/22 Hard Copper..

LOUD -SPEAKERS
Amplion AR38 .. 38/AR111 .. 48/05/AR65

Brown Cabinet ..
Dulcivox

.. 3/-/-

Brown 113

30 /-

Brown 1-14..

13/6

Gramophone
attachment

37/6

.. 212/ -

.

Tubular Earth

Cossor W1,14/-; W3,16/6
Fama Detector .. 2/8
2110
Amplifier
Power D.E. 7/9
3/11
.. 7/6
M.R. Power
81Marconi ..
.. 418/Trioton
Cossor
,
Power
7/9
3/9
Telefunken
All Valves posted purchaser's risk.
Accumulators.
BEST SHEET EBONITE
Best Quality.
thick
Ignition capacity
fir
1/- 1/6
6x6
2 volt 40
9/6
2/3
..
1/6
9
x
6
2
60
.. 11 16
.. 2/3 3/4
x
2
80
.. 13/9
4

4
4

6
6
6

40

60
8040
,, 60

80

..
..

..

2 /6

2/7
7/6

15/11

19/6
24/6
23/11
29/6
35/9

12 x 6
12 x 9
12 x 12
15 x 12
15 x 15
24 x 12

..

..
..
..
..

Daventry Cons (5 XX), /6. Mounted ..
Sets of Basket Coils
Benjamin Valve Holder
Benjamin Rheostats..

2/3/4
9/5/-

3/4/6
6/7/6

6/3

913

8/- 12/2/3

1/9, 1/11
2/9
.. 2/9

CRYSTALS

Phone Terminals, with Nuts ..
..
..
11d.
Terminals, with Nuts ..
..
..
..
Id.
Extra Large, with Nuts ..
..
..
lid.
Crystal Cups.. i for 11d. ditto, Improved
lid.
Shellac Varnish . .
..
..
..
Pd.
.
Valve Legs, with Nuts ..
Id.
..
..
..
Valve Sockets, with Nut:
Id.
Spade or Pin Terminals
..
Id.
Switch Arms, 41d.
..
getter. quality
7d
Studs, with Nuts ..
..
..
.. doz.
fd.
Stops, 2 Id. Wander Plugs ..
.. pair
9d.
Twin Flex, yard 2d.
Lead-in Wire, yard
21d.
Earth Wire
..
.. yard 2d.
..
..
Adhesive Tape
..
.
..
.. roll
3d.
Insulated Hooks each, ld.; Insulated Staples doz. 3d.
Rheostats special ..
..
..
..
16
Panel Transfers ..
..
..
.. sheet
43d.
Sleeving, yd., 3d...
.. Rheostat 1/-, 1/6, 1/10
Solder for Panels
..
..
.. stick
3d.
I'd" Square Panel Wire .
..
.. 12 ft.
9d.
lig " Square Twisted Panel Wire
.. 12 ft.
1/ Special Lightning Switch
..
I /..
..
.

I

.

1/6

..

Electron Wire
Ilekoo Phosphor Bronze 25% better reception
Climax Earth
..
49 Strand Copper Aerial

VALVES

Dutch Detector
Amplifier..
..
Power

1,6

75, 100. 150, 3/6 each; 200, 250, 300, 4 ;6.
.
Old.
..
.
Basket Coil Mounts
2/6, 2;11, 3/6, 6,6
Variometers..
..
4 /6, 5/ Voltmeter ..
5/6
Combined Voltmeter and Ammeters
..
7/6
Voltmeters reading to 100

7/9
1119

.

Phone Cords 1 - and 1/6I Loud Speaker cords 1/6
Coil Holder
2 -way 2/9, 3 -way 3/11
..
.
Flush Valve Sockets
..
..
..
4 for 6d.
Red and Black Spade Terminals
.. each ld.

1 /-

Edison Bell Coils, mounted. 25, 35, 50, 2/6 each;

619

Foth adjustable diaphragms
Dr. Nesper adjustable ..
TELEFUNKEN Lightweight Genuine adjust.
..
able diaphragms
Brown's " F" type
..
..
.
Brown's " A" type
Brander
.
..
Lissenola
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1/11

1/8
2 /6

5/26

'

6d.
Mighty Atom
6/3d.
Hertrite
6d.
Tungstalite
Brownie detector 3/.
1)6
Neutron
Square Law Condenser, with dial, .0005, 6/6 t
.0003, 5 /6. With Vernier, 1 /- extra.

RI. Detectors

Set of 8 Terminals with Named Top
H.T. Batteries, 30 Volt 4-- 160 Volt

..

Fluxite, 8d. Outfits
..
..
..
..
7/6
Panel Switch
..
..
..
..
..
1/Rawlplug Outfits ..
..
..
.. 1 /6 3/6
Red and Black Twin Flex
.
.
yard
2d.
Copper Foil, 6 in. wide, 6d. ft. Mica,. 2{" x 2}' 2d.

1/9
6/9
4/4

doz.
Pocket Batteries, 41c1. each
Dry Cell for Dull Emitter Valves, 1.5 volt, each 2/ 9/6
Ever -Ready H. T. 66 -volt
Bretwood Grid Leak 3 /- Edison Bell Grid Leak 1 /2/6 Grid Leaks, Variable 2/..
Watmel
2/9 Lissen Grid Leak .. 2/6
..
Microstat

Earth Clips
..
..
..
Fibre Strip for coil mounting..
Special Soldering Irons ..
..
Maroon Twin .71ex 12 yd.

Stalloy Phone Diaphragms

TRANSFORMERS

..
..

.

CRYSTAL SETS
Brownie Crystal Set, Model 2
All LISSEN goods in stock.
Watmel screened Coil Holders

ORDERS OVER 216 CARRIAGE FAID.

21d.

3d.
Old.
1/7
41d.
44d.
Bd.

10/6

8/6

FOREIGN ORDERS EXTRA,

HENRY
KENNETT
11, LIVERPOOL ROAD, ISLINGTON,

TELEPHONE:
NORTH 2351

..

Valve Mounts, all types ..

I

ASK FOR SPECIAL PRICE LIST.

..

Valve Windows

Powqujp, 10/6;
Eureka, 15/SOPRANIST .. 6/9,
8/6
LISSEN
Isranic 5-1, 16/. ; 3-1, 15/. Other makes in stock.
Other rizes stoci.ed
I-t.F.-ALL B.B.C. .. 3/11.
10/
Lissen Choke H.Y. . 10/. ditto L F.
Goldtone H.T.Battery Eliminator D.C. ; A.C. f 510s .

Croix, 4/.;
RI 25 /- ;
Ferranti AF4. 17/6; AF3, 25/- .

.:
..

..
..
.. yard
..
..
.. each
..
..
..
..

N.

ESTABLISHED
1861

STILL HERE

BACK OF PANEL VERNIER
TWO -COIL HOLDER
A

novel

type

of

2 -Coil

Holder for fitting behind
vertical panels, the movement of the coil being
arranged away from the.

panel, so that it takes tip a

minimum of room and does
not interfere with the wiring
and other components of the
set. The coarse tuning is
effected by a pull -and -push
action, while the rotary
movement of the knob gives
an extremely fine vernier
adjustment at any position.
The reaction coil socket .is
fitted like all our other Coil Holders 46? this type
with different coloured plug-in terminals for reversing
the connections.
Lacquered Brass, No. 1551
10/6 each
Postage 4d. each.

The

final

Condenser
Patented

SINGLE COIL HOLDER
On real ebonite base, and is fitted with
double terminals, a great convenience for
wiring condenser in parallel and where
many wires are employed in experimental
hook-ups.
Lacquered

Brass, No.

1651

Nickel Plated,. No. -1652
Postage 2d. each.

1/3
1/6

ABSOLUTELY unique both as regards design, construction and real efficiency in tuning. In the J.B., S.L.F.
Condensers crowding at any part of the scale is impossible, for the vanes are designed on a new principle -in
accordance with the Geneva plan -which spreads the stations
evenly over the dial, enabling. them to be quickly and easily
tuned in or out, and accurately logged.
j:B. Condensers have been used in all the P.M. Circuits, and
without exception have been recommended by all the leading
wireless journals of to -day.
PRICES:
The f.13.,- S.L.F., complete with 4" Bakelite Dial.
.0005 mfd. 11/6. .0003 mfd. 10/6; .00025 mfd. 10/-.
The J.B. True Tuning S.L.F., complete with 4" Bakelite Dial.
.0005 mfd. 16/6, .0003 mfd. 15/6. .00025 mfd. 15/-.

The J.B. .0001 Low Loss Condenser for the " America
Seven " complete with dial, 8/3.

GOSWELL
ENGINEERING

Ulan

11
RADIO

CO., LTD.
95-98, White Lion Street, London, N.1

8. POLAND Si- OXFQR0

Lorwon - w.1

To Ensure Speedy Deliver", Mention " A.W." to Advertisers

Uerephone.,GERRARD 7414
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MAKING A MOVING -COIL LOUD -SPEAKER
(Continued from page 94)

Nevertheless, the magnet pot is quite a set up when the loud -speaker is in operasimple casting to have made, and the finish- tion, and the reproduction will be thin and
ing Work is well within the scope of the unsatisfactory. When the centering has
average owner of a metal -turning lathe. The
following are details of the Magnavox

been -accomplished, the position of the field

The cylindrical iron casing is cast
in one piece with the bottom, the outside
diameter being 4 in. and the overall depth
also 4 in. The walls are
in. thick.
The lid, which .is separate and can be
bolted in position, has a central circular
hole 'A in. in diameter.- The centre core
is a solid iron cylinder i in. in diameter

photograph.
The magnetic field described above takes

diameter. The end -of the centre core pro-

jects through the hole in the top -plate and

here gives amazingly faithful reproduction.
Not only is the middle register practically

The

free from resonance, but the'lowest base

annular air -gap thus left is A- in. wide.
The winding 'consists of ',boo turns of
No. 18 enamelled -copper wire wound as
compactly as possible in layers round the
centre core. The latter is provided with
brass discs to keep the tvindings in place.
The parts of the field -magnet are shown
in Fig. b.

notes come out and the highest frequencies
in both speech and music are reproduced.

field.

carrier is fixed by the fly -nuts seen in the

.8 ampere from a ki.Volt accumulator, a
consumption scarcely higher than that of
.some receiving valves.
A considerable
increase in loudness of signals is obtained
by putting 12 volts on the field, but this is not necessary for ordinary use.
Although it is undoubtedly capable of
except for the last4 in. at the end near
the lid where it is turned down to a. in. improvement, the loud -speaker described
extends about

in. beyond

it.

Making a Magnet
Those who intend making their own
-field-magnet are advised to make the annu-

lar gap somewhat larger in diameter and
to have the gap just a little wider, say
in., as this makes it easier to ensure that
the moving coil will not touch the centre
core or the sides of the hole in- the top plate. A good value' for the mean diameter of the annular gap would, be I- in.

From the point of view of quality the

. writer has heard nothing which approaches

The

The Baffle -Plate

R.I. Permanent Mineral
Detector has been further improved and as it now stands
is practically unequalled where
crystal rectification is employed.

In conclusion, it is of interest to mention
a very interesting accessory to the moving cone type of loud -speaker, namely, the
baffle -plate, whiCh is a patented feature of
the Rice-Keflog B.T.H. loud -speaker. This
consists of a screen of wood or equivalent

we have found that some of these
detectors have been damaged by
rotating the crystals while in

it except other' instruments built on similar lines.

material about 4 ft. square with a circular

hole in the middle just a little larger in
diameter than the diaphragm of the loudspeaker.

This screen is placed right up

against the front of the loud -speaker with
its hole concentric with the diaphragm, as
in Fig. 7. The purpose of the baffle -plate

to 134 in.
The method of mounting the field -magnet will, be understood from Figs. and 2. is to increase the efficiency of the diaThe field -magnet is fixed to a -carrier made phragm as a sound radiator, especially on
of square -section wood fixed together with the lower audible frequencies.
screws. This carrier slides backwards and
A baffle -plate may be constructed from
forwards, and to- some extent sidewayi, on three-ply wood, but it is better to Use somethe two horizontal side -pieces which form . thing thicker if possible, say
wood.
part of the main frame. - This mot'ement The loud -speaker described and illustrated
allows the magnet- core and the moving in this article is improved by the addition

to be centred with respect to each of a baffle -plate, but it should be clearly
With regard to the ver- understood that very good results are obtical adjustment for centering, the field- tained without.
-carrier "should in the first instance, be
A baffle is only effective with a diacoil

other laterally.

Made so that it holds the field -magnet as
nearly as possible at' the right height.
Final -slight vertical adjustments are made
by turning the screiVitead-at the top of the
frame which contr.ols _the length of the

-Crystal
detection
perfected

phragm having both sides exposed to the
air. It cannot be used with a horn -type
loud -speaker.

The New Model is fitted with a
device for preventing accidental
damage to the sensitive crystals
during adjustment, as in the past

contact.

It can be

truly said that this
Detector has absolutely revolutionized the Crystal Receiver, as it
will remain perfectly sensitive for
considerable periods without re-

adjustment. We can particularly
recommend it for use in reflex
circuits, where the main cause of
instability is often due to variation
in the sensitivity of the crystal.
It is manufactured in two different

forms. The ordinary type is provided with a pair of supporting
clips for mounting the component
either- aboVe or below the panei.
The- other form is -designed for
mie-hole..Ardog, and is provided

with a detachable ebonite cover,
which- protects the adjusting knob
when in position.

Standard in Pattern

... 6 / -

One -hole fixing type

...

6/6

It is well to add that the baffle -plate
the subject of a patent (No. 23r;421) in the
thread supporting the apex of the dia- name of C. W. Rice, and is embodied in
phragm.
the loud -speaker made by the British

Adjustment of Moving Coil

Thomson -Houston Co., Ltd.

The moving coil should enter the gap
In --Scotland the broadcasting of a
until- the wound portion extends equally "Calendar of Great Scots " is contemboth sides .of the top -plate. Some little plated. This will take the form of a
patience is, required in centering the mov- couple of crowded minutes devoted to men
ing coil, as the position of the whole field famous in all walks of life when their
has to be right to about
in. if the ariniversaries come round. Ihimour will
moving coil binds against the, magnet, or play a large part in these "thumb -nail "
even only just touches it, a rattle will be sketches.

Advt R.I. Ltd., 12, Hyde St., New Oxford St., London, W.C.I

CHIEF EVENTS OF THE

Birmingham
Cardiff

Concert relayed from the Cow dray Hall.
Full Church Service relayed from

Manchester

;

My Favourite Songs," Recital

Christchurch Priory.

Aberdeen
Belfast

Ballad Concert,.
Request programme.
The Blue Penguin,
Radio
London
Players.
Emperor II, Radio

page I3'of " .A.W:,'! No. 238, is a circuit dia-

Percy Pitt.

played by
Repertory
Drama by

John Cooper.
Musical Plays of Older Days.
The G-i'btle Shepherd, Pastoral

Manchester
Newcastle

play by Allan Ramsay.
Foden's Motor Works Band.
by
Comedy
Peters,
Admiral
W. W. Jacobs and Horace
Mills.

TUESDAY

Birmingham
Cardiff
Manchester

R. A. Roberts in Dick 7 lapin.
Cosi Fan Tutte, Comic Opera by
Mozart.
The Shadow of the Glen, a one act comedy.
Ballad Concert.
Beethoven Sonatas.
Four short recitals.

London

WEDNESDAY
Another's
Through

London
Aberdeen

Belfast

Aberdeen
Belfast
Birmingham

Bournemouth
Cardiff

Manchester

Eyes,

Ulster Provincial Series -Lisburn.
Shakespearean Hour.

Charger

for

H.T.

Accumulators. -On

gram of an H.T. charger. For the correct
functioning of this circuit it is necessary to

ccnnect together the bottom end of the primary
winding of the transformer to the bottom end

of the secondary winding. With the addition of this connection the circuit is correct.

On one of the advertisement pages will
be found an interesting announcement by

Oscar Straus's well-known comic opera
The Chocolate Soldier, based on George
Bernard Shaw's satirical comedy Arnzs and
the Alan, will be simultaneously broadcast
from most B.B.C. stations on the evening
of January 1-t.

H. Maddison, of 2A, Ronalds Road, Hollo-

way Road, Highbury, N.5. .Each of the
purchasers cf ."Allwoodorn "

first fifty

loud -speaker horns Will be presented with
a propelling pencil and fountain pen.

£50 CASH PRIZE WON BY A READER!

by

Adolphe Hallis (piano).
Community Concert relayed from
RESULT OF CROSS -WORD No. 11.
Wesleyan Hall, Inverness.
One coupon agreeing exactly with the sealed
Spanish programme.
solution was received, and the Cash Prize of £50
Mary Stuart, played by the has, therefore, subject to the conditions, to be
Station Players.
awarded to the sender: Shakespeare programme.
Miss Mollie Haworth, 22, Rawcliffe Street,
A Sharp Attack, by London Radio
Blackpool.
Repertory Players.
Playing with Fire, in two acts.
A cheque will be forwarded in due course.
THURSDAY

London
Manchester

A

National 'Concert.

Voice and Personality Test.

P. & 0.

liners, five NeW Zealand Shipping Company's liners, and many others. The application of wireless direction finding to
cross -Channel boats is particularly interesting, and there is very little doubt
that its use will obviate to a great extent
the delays and uncertainty caused by the
dense fogs and currents which are met in
the neighbourhood of the Channel Islands.

Fire, a play by A. J. Alan.

London
Belfast
Birmingham

Glasgow

orders for equipment are six

SATURDAY

MONDAY

Daventry

INSTALLATIONS of Marconi direction finding apparatus on ships are rapidly
Ships included in recent
increasing.

by Kenneth Ellis.
Landing the Shark -London Radio
Repertory Players.

Spanish programme conducted by

Cardiff

FINDERS

" Bon -Accord Nights.
Chamber Music.

London

Bournemouth

MARCONI DIRECTION

Stuart
by
Robertson (bass).
The Radio Concert Party present

Aberdeen

SUNDAY, JANUARY 16
Military Band Programme.

Bournemouth

FRIDAY
Recital

farewell

London

WEEK
London
Aberdeen

emateur Virelass
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Owns; 12, To; 14, Lanyard; 15, Ai; 16,- Eaten;

18, Yield; 20, Sod; 21, Emu; 24, Ant; 25, Wis;
26. Fling; 27, Gas; 29, Ossa; 30, Ere; 31, Carp;
32, Omens; 34, Desire; 37, Detest; 40, Den; 4j,
Ewe; 42, Adze; 44, Tod; 46, Sadi; 49, Guise;
51. Aspen; 52, Eats, 53, Xeres; 54, Esk.
Down: -1, Mite; 2, Ailed; 3, Span: 4, Sen; 5,
Gca; 6, Awry; 7. India; 9, Enid; 13, Oasis; 15,
Altar; 17, Tosses; 19, Engage; 21, Element; 22,
Mire; 23, Unended; 25, Wold; 28, Spat; 32, Ore;
33, Sew; 35, Endue; 36, Ides; 38, Tess; 39, Sides;
42, Age;* 43, Zin; 45, Oar; 47, Ape; 48, Ink;
The correct solution was as follows: Across: -1, My; 2, Assegai; 8, Ye; 10, Ripe; II, 50, Ex; 51, As.

ELECTRIIC

SOLDERING

IRON

For constructing
your New Set -

Send P.O for 104.

In Various

be forwarded

and the Iron will

Post Free

Sixes

State Voltage
kfl., LTD..

SAVIILF

5pe,,,ilsis in flee Irk Tools for over 20 reors

115 SOUTHWARK ST.,S.E.1..

Yelephone -Cent,o/5l7P and Hop27.34

SCIENTIFIC

SCIENTIFIC

SUPPLY STORES

The above sectional view of the P.M.5 shows

HORNS GIVE

126, Newington Causeway, LONDON, S.E.1

the original design and construction of the
valve with the wonderful P.M. Filament.
The patents covering this unique filament
are owned and controlled by the Mullard

Phone: HOP 4177,,

FAITHFUL

and 291, Edgware Road, W.2.

REPRODUCTION

Radio Valve Co., Ltd.

No. 554. -Curved Horn

Be safe when you buy valves.
Demand Mullard P.M. Valves with

on

i nil to rake Gramo-

phone Attachments,

Height 21r:
etc.
22/6
Flare 14" ..

THE WONDERFUL P.M. FILAMENT.

No; 631: -For use with
Amplion Juniors, etc.
Gives great. increase in
v oil lime and purity.

Mullard
THE MASTER. VALVE

NON-METALLIC

Flare 12"

631

9/6

No.
397.- Large
"Western,'
type.

Height 23", Flare15' 11/9

1E3

Small "Western',
Height la'.

type.
Flare 14'

916

Carriage or Postage,

-J

etc., 1/0.

CONES, a s

9"
d o in

s crated

AL

Science Museum,

Kens. 2/6 post free
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TWO NEW G.E. C. VALVES
A TEST REPORT
By J. H. REI\IER, B.Sc. (Hons.), A.M.I.E.E.
WE have received from the General
Electric Co., Ltd., samples of two
additions to their 6 -volt series of valves.
These valves are known respectively as
type DEH612 and DEL612, and, as the

ree-

detector and gave excellent signals, but
was inclined to be microphonic.

The L.F. Valve
12

The low -frequency valve, again, gave an
excellent performance.
The makers'

I20v.

II,
.'_ AVERAGE AMPLIFICATION
=
FACTOR
8

details for build-

figures are 9,000 for the internal imaed-

10

ante and 7 for the amplification factor.
In this case also the actual value of the
impedance was found to vary with the

_IMPEDANCE = 9500 OHMS

9
90v.

ing four unique

8

Receivers

6

HERE'S an invaluable book

for constructors. The

"Radion Book." It's a practical
manual which tells you how to
build four unique Receivers.
The explicit working drawings
and complete illustrated descrip-

tions make it possible for the
most unskilled to build a One -

Valve Receiver (which has a
250-400 mile range on headphones), a two -valve Amplifier, a
self-contained Loud Speaker Set

and a Five -Valve Neutrodyne.
Anyone could follow the easy
instructions, and build a Set as
good as a professionally -made

one. In addition, the Radion
Book contains useful information

on Aerial erection and Set in-

stallationand gives easy -to -follow

tool hints for " working " panels.

Send the coupon below for the
Radion Book and an interesting
booklet called "The Gentle Art
of Choosing One's Panel." It

tells you all about the superb
panels, Radion and Resiston,
which increase the appearance
and efficiency of your Set a
hundredfold.

without the least fear of running into grid current damping, even when no grid bias
is placed on the valve. It was tried as a

Write to -night

-Send for the "Radion Book"Please send, free, the "Radion Book"
(which describes four unique Sets) and,

also, "The Gentle Art of Choosing
One's Panel."

5

3

---

2

r

1

.

i

-15

.

-10

Fig. 1.-Characteristics of the DEL612.
low -frequency

use

respectively.

This

system of rating the valve in terms of its
filament voltage and current, which are
6 volts and .12 amp. respectively, is excellent.

NMI

Ci!bert Al. 7083

$20v.
AVERAGE AMPLIFICATION
FACTOR
=
20

IMPEDANCE

2-0

.

i.

= 40,000011ms

90v.

The characteristics of these valves are
shown in Figs. s and 2 on this page. The
high -frequency valve is rated at .30,000

ohms impedance, with an amplification
factor of zo. On test we found that the
impedance was somewhat higher than this
when taken at normal voltages, the
average value with about oo volts on the
anode being about 4o,000 ohms. The amplification factor varies from about 16 at

a definite test in a receiver showed that
this was the case. A particular point of
interest is that the grid current does not
American Hard Rubber Co.. Ltd..13a Fore St.. E.C.2

2.5

Characteristics

volts, giving an average value of 20,ivhith
is in accordance With the specification.
The characteristics indicate that this
- valve improves considerably in efficiency
as the anode potential is increased, and.

Address

with s zo volts on the anode.

name implies, are intended for high- and

6o volts anode potential up to 25 at 120

Name -

anode voltage, the average value at about
qo volts, with suitable grid bias, being
9,500 ohms. The amplification factor was
somewhat better than the rated value,
ranging from 6 to 1o, giving an average
value of 8.
In this valve, again, we found that the
grid current did 'not lift until over i volt
positive was reached, and from the characteristics it will be seen that a considerable
grid swing can be obtained on the negative
side. Allowing for the flattening of the
characteristics which results when an impedance is placed in the anode circuit, a
swing of ±9 volts is perfectly possible

commence to flow until 1.4 volts positive
potential is placed on the grid. This is
indicated by the dotted line on the characteristic. It is possible in consequence to
obtain a grid swing of ± s volt maximum

60 v.

11140
-6 -5-2
GR D VOLTS

-

n

05

+1

Fig. 2.-Characteristics of the DEH612.

On test this valve was found to give
excellent signals, and was comparatively
free from microphonic noise as an L.F.
valve, although it was somewhat _micro phonic as a detector. We can confidently
recommend these valves to our readers.
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Exibe TYPE INJ
Some unique features

The ordinary type of accumulator plate loses its charge and becomes sulphated, so that its
full capacity cannot be utilised, if the cells be left for any considerable time, especially
if they are already partially run down.

This is exactly what a high tension battery has to put up with, so that the ordinary

plate is obviously unable to do itself justice, and the problem demands a new and special
type of cell not subject to sulphation or loss of charge when standing partially run down.
Exide High Tension Batteries, type WJ, comprise cells of new and special design specifically

developed for this duty, which they fulfil with a degree of success which has surpassed
the most sanguine hopes of their designers, is the admiration of the whole electrical
industry, and has not been approached by any other make of battery.
Their plates are of a special nature, differentiating them entirely from all other types or
makes.

They will stand for six months at least without detriment or loss of charge, even when
partially run down, so that their full capacity is available though the discharge be spread
over such periods. They can then be recharged, and, reasonably cared for, will last
for years.
Their discharge is steady, free from fluctuations, and ensures pure reception against a
silent background that is a revelation.
They provide the most satisfactory source of H.T. in existence, superior to any other H.T.
battery, definitely superior to any battery eliminator, and infinitely superior to dry batteries,

which give an uneven and noisy discharge, deteriorate rapidly, and then need complete
renewal. In spite of their advanced design, their price is low, and they are cheaper than
dry batteries in the long run.
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS

Type WJ

Type WJ

2,500 milli -amp. hrs.
20 -volt
15/ - per unit.

Dry Batteries are

out of date

2,500 milli -amp. hrs.

9d.

per

THE LONG -LIFE BATTERY
TYPE WJ
20 Volts.

Exibe

OBTAINABLE

BATTERIES

FROM ALL

SERVICE STATION

REPUTABLE

The Sign
of

DEALERS

Skilled Service.
Registered Design No. 719181.
IGTXlalak

1

Advertisement of The Chloride Electrical Storage Co., Ltd., Clifton Junction, Near Manchester.

Advertisers Like to Know That-"You Saw it in

etrabiir Wireless
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TRADE BREVITIES
NTERESTING particulars have been re-

ceived from the General Electric Co.,

Ltd., of Magnet House, Kingsway, W.C.2,
regarding their special "kits " of components for the home construction of H.T.
battery eliminators for use with A.C.
mains. Among the components is a tapped

/"."
,a

ARE 0

//

power transformer for use with roo/115
volts supply and 200/230 volts supply.
Gecophone parts.

Two informative pamphlets have been
received from the Carborundum Co., Ltd..
of Trafford Park, Manchester. One deals
with the carbcirundum stabilising detector

You can get other anti-microphonic valve holders

f

s

A

D.C. unit can also be constructed from
besides BENJAMIN-just as you can get inferior
substitutes for every first-class article made. But it
is a poor policy.
BENJAMIN Anti-Microphonic Valve Holders-the first
and the finest on the market-have built up their enormous
popularity chiefly through the following five exclusive and
essential features :--

unit, and the other gives several useful
crystal and crystal -valve circuits in which
the stabilising detector can be incorporated.
The General Electric Co., Ltd., of Mag-

sockets and springs are stamped in one piece:

IValve
there are no riveted, soldered or clamped joints to work
loose and create microphonic noises.

springs
2 The
direction.

allow the valve to float in any

Stops controlling spring movement enable valves

to be inserted without damage to valves or
3springs.

e

/
//

4Valve legs, however far pushed home, cannot
foul baseboard.

r Terminals and soldering tags are fitted for
easy wiring -up.

The BENJAMIN Anti-Microphonic Valve
Holder again was the first to incorporate a

grid -leak or condenser and grid -leak
attachment, already mounted for your
convenience - and there is still no
better combination to be obtained.

/

electrical properties through successive
stages, such as machining, cutting and
blanking to the final finished article in
sheets, rods, and tubes. Examples of
extruded work are included, which should

VALVE HOLDERS

prove useful to home constructors. Alto
gether a booklet worth reading.

From all radio shops or direct :
Valve Holder
Grid -Leak &
Condenser.

A Dobilier Comet ohm 2 meg. Grid Leak is ibredon to a
rigid insulating bar
by means of nickel.
plated copper clips.

52 -

bOoklet

London, S.E.18. The reader is led from
the origin of ebonite, manufacture and

Clearer -Tone Anti-Microphonic

London, N.I7.

amps. discharge rate. Thus it is very suitable for multi -valve sets requiring a large
plate current supply.
Siemens Ebonite is dealt with in a
sent to us by Siemens
Brothers and Co., Ltd., of Woolwich,

savAm N
THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC LTD.,
Brantwood Works, Tottenham,

together, this "Geeko " battery incorporates many novel features. Tappings can
be made at every 2 volts. Each unit has a
capaCity of 2,50o milliamps. at 15 milli -

page

2 '9

& Grid -Leak.

accumulator. Made in 2o -volt units, any
number of which can, of course, be coupled

thoroughly interesting manner in a

Price of valve holder alone:

Valve Holder

/

net House, Kingsway, W.C.2, hava recently marketed a new fool -proof H.T.

Nickel -plated cop.

per clips carry a
Dallier lined Condenser ('e008) in
addition to no
Grid -Leak. lt'crics
or parallel.

" Electric Power from Rivers " is the title

a most interesting
electric Power Station,
lines and employing
published
machinery,
of

article on a

Hydro-

planned on original

the

most

up-to-date

" English and
Amateur Mechanics " (3c10, January 14. Other
articles of interest and utility include : " Lathe
and Ornamental Turning," an article of inin

terest to amateur turners. " How to Repair

Adjust Your Clock." " Passé Partout
Picture Framing," by original methods.
How to Charge Your Accumulators for

and

Nothing." " Wireless Notes for the Amateur."
" Modern Microscopes in the Making." " An

Equatorial Telescope Mount made from a
Gramophone Motor." " Latest Commercial

Inventions," etc: etc.
" The Wireless Trader " Year Book and
Diary for 1927 (published by the proprietors of
The Wireless Trader," 139-140, Fleet Street,

E.C.4).-This annual is a comprehensive
volume of practical utility to all engaged in
the wireless trade. The 1947 edition besides
prisr.14.4

providing an interleaved :diary, contains an
alphabetical list of manufacturers, agents,
associations and publishers, a list of factors

(arranged territorially), an alphabetical list of
proprietary names of wireless sets and components and data on technical and broadcasting
_matters. The price is 5s. 6d. (7s. 6d. Over-

.seas)..It should prove of the greatest assistance to every trader in wireless goods.

JANUARY 15, 1927
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Are you

making
the famous
RC.Threesom4-_1

Valve Set ?
ril0 get the wonderful results obtained
with the .original R.C. Threesome
Set you should use identical componenls.

The Coil Holder used is a " Lotus "

Invest to -day

Left -Hand Two -Way Coil Holder for
inside mounting, costing 7/-; the three
Valve Holders are Lotus" Buoyancy
Valve Holders, with Terminals, costing

most popular/
Two Valverf

2/6 each.

in Britain's
IN homes all over the United King-

dom the Ericsson Family Two
Loud Speaker Set has established itGives good strong, clear signals
up to 3o miles from any main B.B.C.

self.

Station or 150 from 5 XX. Made
only of very best materials, very care-

fully wired components (of quality)
properly spaced till these combine to
make it one of the most popular British
receivers.
This is its specification :

Wireless experts decided that these
were best for a very important

experiment; that they would get most
out of the set on which depended the

very high reputation of the famous
Ediswan Valves.

They were not disappointed. YOU
will be more than pleased with the
R.C. Threesome's performance if you
fit " Lotus " Valve Holders and Coil
Holder.

From all Radio Dealers.

Housed in a polished oak cabinet, with lift -up
lid, all components carefully protected. Power-

ful Ericsson Transformer ratio 1-4. Low loss
Ericsson .001 condenser and special sliding
reaction. Switch from " phones" to "1.s."

Price :

,C7100
(Plus 25/- Royalty)

On sale at all good Wireless Dealers.
Write to -day for further particulars :

ERICSSON TELEPHONES Ltd.,
67-73, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

417AMILY
TWO
LOUD SPEAKER
RECEIVER

minus
COIL &VALVE
HOLDERS
Garnett, Whiteley and Co., Ltd.,
Lotus Works, Broadgreen Rd., Liverpool

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order

-FRANCE.

BARGAINS No. 306

DIX-ONEMETERS.-The Finest Instrument with the

Widest Range ever offered. Every B.C.L. needs
one. De Luxe Instrument, ss/-; Multipliers, 6/6.

WAVEMETER SALE of W.D. Service meters to
N.P.L. standard. S.W. "ForWard," 40/100 ni., 35/-;
Navy Townsend, 35/.; Townsend,' 280/1,600 m.,

50/.; LR Townsend, 120/4,000 m., £4.

CLEARANCE LOUD -SPEAKERS. -Western Electric
Table Talkers. 35/- Model, -.2,000 ohms, 1.7/6;
T.M.C. Loud -speakers, 2,000 ohms, 12/6; Texas
Cone, bronzed, 40/.; Sterling Magnavox Concert
Speaker, 60/, Violinas, 5 -gum. elegant mahog.

cab. type, 12/6, or complete with 2,000 -ohm rcproducer, 25/-. L.S. parts Pleated Paper, 2/3. Nickel
Primax 1201 rings, 5/6 pr. Cones, 4/6. Stands, 8/'.

NEEDLE REED REPRODUCERS. -Brown's A, 13/6;

Lissenola, 14/6; Viola, 15/6.

RELAYS. -Weston, 20/.; G.P.O., 40/-; Magnetic
Relays, 10/-; Dixon Filament Distant Control

JANUARY 15, 1927
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NOTE. -In the johowing list ol transmissions

these abbreviations are observed: con. for

concert; lee. for lecture; orch. for orchestral
concert; irr.
irregular; m. /or metres; and
sig. for signal.

GREAT BRITAIN

Switches, auto. on and off, in pot. case, 15/..'

AERIAL BOX PANELS. -Contain high-grade aerial
Ammeter H.T. Condenser, Quick -break Rotary

Eiffel Tower, 2,650 m. (5 kw.). 6.40 a.m.,
weather (exc. Sun.); 11.0 a.m., markets (cxc.
Sun. and Mon.); 11.20 a.m., dint sig.,
weather 3.0, 4.45, Stock Ex. (exc. Sin. and
Mon.); 6.o, talk, con., news; 7.0 and 11.10,
weather ; 9.o, con. (daily). Relays PTT, Paris,
Sat., 9.10-11.o, and weekday afternoons.
Radio -Paris (CFR), 1,750 m. (about 3 kw.).
Sundays: 12.45, con., news ; 4.3o, Stock Ex.,
con. ; 8.15, news, con. or dance. Weekdays :
10.30 a:m., news, con. ; 12.3o, con., markets,
weather, news; 4.3o, markets, con. ; 8.o, time,
sig., news, con. or dance.
L'Ecole Sup. des Postes et Telegraphes
(PTT), Paris, 458 01. (800 w.). 8.3o, lec.
(almost -daily); 9.o, con. (daily).
Le Petit Parisien, 340.9 111. (500 w.).. 9.15,

COIL(Tues.,Thurs., Sat., Sun.).
The times given are according to Greenwich
(Paris), 35o m. (25o w.). Con.
Radio
Switch, 4 -pin Plug, with four 6 -ft. coloured II.T.
Mean
Time.
(Mon., Wed., Fri.), 9.30.
Flex. Cost 45/-. Price to clear, 16/1.
1-2
p.m.,
con.;
3.15London
(2L0),
3614
111.
GYROSCOPES. -Navy Torpedo in mahogany cases.
Biarritz (Cote d'argent), .200 in. 6.o, con.
4 p.m., transmission to schools; 3.30-5.45, con. (Mon., Wed., Fri.).
Beautiful workmanship. Cost £25. Price 15/..
H.T. ACCUMULATORS 80 VOLT, -Ebonite case, (Sun.); 4.15 p.m., con. ; 5.15-5.55, children;
Caen (Normandy), 277.6 m. (500 w.). 9.15,
ed. per volt, bargain 401-.
ELECTRIC IMMERSION HEATERS. -Brand new, 6 p.m., dance mush.: ; 6.30 p.m., time sig., con. (Mon., Fri.).
9.o,
time
news,
music,
talk
;
8
-to
p.m.,
music
;
water,
nickel -plated, with flex and plug. Boils
Lille, 1,300 in. Testing.
eggs, milk, etc., in a few minutes. no volts. Two sig., news, talk, special feature. Dance music
Radio -Toulouse, 389.6 m. (2 kw.). 5.30,
in series for zzo volts. Sale price, 5/..
daily
(cxc.
Sundays)
from
10.3o
until
midnight.
news (EXC. Sun.) ; 8.45, con. ; 9.25, dance
HOTPLATES. -ion volts large, 200 volts small size.
Aberdeen
(2BE),
(2BD),
5o0
m.
Belfast
(daily).
Aluminium. Brand new. List 35/-. Sale, 7/6.
ELECTRIC MASSAGE VIBRATOR SETS. -Nickel 306.1 in. Birmingham (5IT), 491.8 m. BourneRadio -Lyon, 291.3 M. (1.5 kw.). 8.20, COM
finish, with 5 applicators for muscular treatment. mouth (6BM), 326.1 01. Cardiff (5WA), 353 m - (daily); 4.o (Sun.).
All in leatherette case. Ito volts. On 220 volts
Manchester
(2ZY),
Glasgow
(5SC),
405.4
m.
Strassburg (8GF), 222.2 rn. (04 kw.). 9.0,
with lamp. Sale price, 21/6. too volts or zzo volts
Electric Irons. List 21/-; Sale, 10/, All brand 384.6 m. Newcastle (5N0), 312.5 m. Much con. (Tues., Fri.); 9.30-12.0, dance (Sat.).
the same as London times.
new. Soldering Irons, no volts and zzo volts, 10/-.
Strassburg (Military Stn.), 200.1 M. ('15 lee'.).
Geared no and 220 -volt Drills for light work, 50/-.
Bradford (2LS), 254.2 m. Dundee (2DE), Con., 9.0 (Wed.).
LOW LOSS SHORT-WAVE COILS, as used by 288.5 in.
Edinburgh (2EH), 294.1 M. Hull
Radio Agen, 297 111. (250 W.). 12.40, weather,
Marconi. Air -wound copper strip Helices 25 to
(6KH), 288.5 m. Leeds (2LS), 277.8 m. Liver- Stock Ex. ; 8.o, weather, Stock Ex. ; 8.3o, con.
250 metres, ebonite mounted, 4/..
Nottingham (5NG), (Tues., Fri.).
MAINS UNITS.-H.T. supply from D.C. mains. pool (6LV), 297 m.
Smaller than 6ov. H.T. battery. Perfect control, 275.2 m. Plymouth (SPY), 400 in. Sheffield
*Lyon-la-Doua, 475 m. (t kw.). Own con.,
4o to 120 volts for plate, 30/.; with 4 taps, 37/6. (6FL), 272.7 m. Stoke-on-Trent (6ST), 288.5
The invention of the year. A.C. Unit with Recti8.o (Mon., Wed., Sat.).
m.
Swansea
(5SX),
288.5
m.
Daventry
Complete
Kit
and
Case
£3
108.
fying Valves, £5.
*Marseilles, 351 m. (04:t w.).
DOUBLE WAVE RECTIFYING TRANSFORMERS. (25 kw.), high -power station, 1,6o0 m. Special
*Toulouse, 260 in. (zoo w.).
-H.T., from A.C. mains, Ito or 220 volts, 40, 5o weather report, 10.30 a.m. and 10.23 p.m.
*Relays of PTT, Paris.
or 6o cycles, two mid -taps for H.T. and L.T., zo (weekdays), 9.10 p.m. (Sun.); 11.0 a.m., light
Complete
Outfit
of
parts
m/a, 25/-; 5o m/a, 35/,
Montpellier, 252.1 m. (t kw.). 8.45 (Wed.,
music (exc. Sat, and Sun.); relays 2L0 from Fri.).
and cabinet for A.C., £3 108.
10 -in. SPARK COILS. -Large Marconi, £7; Cox
p.m. onwards.
Angers (Radio Anjou), 275.2 m. (25o w.).
X-ray, £10; 2 -in. Sterling, 15/.; 1 -in. ditto; 5/6.
IRISH FREE STATE.
Daily : 8.30, news, lee., con.
ALTERNATORS.-soo cycle type, 52a. The wonderful zoo watt Newton 8: Watford A.C. ,self -excitBordeaux (Radio Sud-ouest), 238 m. (I kw.).
Dublin (2RN), 319.1 m. Daily, 7.25 p.m.
ing. Cost £30. Great bargain, £3. All sizes.
Sundays, 8.3o p.m. until 10.30 p.m. Frequently 7.25, con. (Thurs.).
800 DYNAMOS for Home Charging. -50/. each. Send
Bordeaux (Lafayette), 396 in. (t kw.). Con.,
us your inquiries. Motor Generators to give 35o relays sporting matches on Sundays, 3.0-5.3o
volts for H.T., too m/a, enclosed. £4.
5.0, 9.0 (weekdays), 2.30 (Sun.).
P.m.
AUTO. CUT -OUTS. -Lucas, 12 volts 8 amp., 10/6.
Mont de Marsan, 400 M. (300 w.). Con.
COlit (under construction), 400 m.
1,000 VOLT GEARED DRIVE MEGGER DYAMOS
(weekdayS only), 8.3o. Relays PTT, Paris, 8.3o
for H.T. or Testing. Cost .43o, sale £3 108.; H.T.
-

volts, flo m/a Mortley self -exciting M.G.
£18; 1,500 volts so m/a, £10; 10,000 volts, / kw.
Motor Generator sets, £8 10s.; B.T.H. 6/600

CONTINENT

1,500

volts, £8. Newton, 2,500 volts 2 amps., £45.
Sale of famous A.F. Marconi B.10 Crystal Detector
and 1 -Valve L.F. Amplifier Receivers. -Straight
from makers. Closed cabinet contains engr. ebonite

panel, nickel fittings, Range Block and z spade
variable verniers, T.C.C. and M.S. I fixed condenser, 2 H.F. Chokes, Detector, Marconi Trans-

former, Valve -holder, Terminals and Plugs, L. and
S. wave switch, diagram, etc. All new and complete. Osram LoLoss valve fitted. Gtiatanteed
exactly as above. Great Bargain, 27/6.
R.A.F. MASTS. -2 ft. 8 in. Steel Tube, I} -in. socket
sections, is ft., 7/6; 20 ft., 10/.; and 3o ft., 14/,
4 ft. 3 in. Sections, 24 ill. dia., 5/- each.
WHEATStONE.-L.R., 414.; H.R.,
BRIDGES,
Pauls with galvo,
£6 1011.; G.P.O., £7 108.
£7 108. Capacity Bridge, to to mfd., £8.
L.F. CHOKES. --zoo, 600 and 1,000 ohms, 1/6. Double
chokes, 400 and z,000 ohms, 6/6. H.F., 1/6, 2/6
and 4/8.
INSTRUMENTS. -Small panel, 0-250 mia, 15/, 5,
to, 15 or 3o amps., 8/-. o -6v and 0-120v. Pocket,
11/6. M.C., 40,00o ohm, z -range, o -6v and 12ov,
32/8; M.C. Milliammeters, o-5 or o -to m/a up to -r
150 m/a, 22/6. Micro -Ammeters for Aerial Current,

0-100, 0-200, and 0-500 C.Z., 60/.. Ev. Edg. Test'
Sets, 3, 15 and 3o amps., 3, 15 and 15o volts, M.C.,
47/6. Mirror Reflecting 0-500 volt or o-1,000 volt
moving coil knife pointer, 55/.. Portable o-1,5oo

volt Voltmeter, 60/, Switchboard Ammeters, 4 in.
to to in. dial's. State requirements. Large stock.
SUNDRIES -Best Ruby Mica for Condcw:er,, .002,
fixed
by 2 by .002 thick, 1/. per dos. Filo.
Resistors, 9d. \V. D. Chatterton, 1/-. Dash lamps,
Pocket Torches. 8d., 11-, 1/8, 2/6. II.F.
1/-.
Chokes, on Ebonite, 1/8, 2/6 and 4/6. Battery
Vents, 1d. White Adh. Tape, 6d. Nickel Ref.
Spring Termls., 4d. Nickel Hinges for American
Cabinet's, 1/-. Tablets, for panel dotes, 2d.
The most unique Radio Bargain Catalogue in the
world, 4d. stamps. It Saves you Pounds.

ELECTRA DIX RADIOS,

218 UPPER THAMES STREET, E.C.4
Et. Paul's and Blackfriars Stn.

'Phone: City 0191
ONE -METER BOOKLET OF RADIO TESTS FREE.

Unless otherwise stated, all times are p.m.
(G.M.T.).
AUSTRIA:

Vienna (Radio Wien), 517.2 m. (5 kw.) and
7, con. ; 9.30, dance (Wed., Sat.).
Graz, 365.8 m. -(750 w.). Relays Vienna.

577 tn.

Also own -con. (Wed.), 7.10.
Relays
Klagenfurt, 272.7 m. (750 w.).
Vienna.
Innsbrueck, 294.1 in. (730 w.). Testing.
BELGIUM.
.Brussels, 508.5 M. (1.5 kw.). 5.0, orch.

(Sat.).

Algiers (N. Afr.) (PTT), 310 m. (too w.).
to.o, con. (Mon., Thurs.).
Carthage (Tunis), 1,80o m. (2 kw.). 8.30,
con., dance.
Casablanca (Morocco), -.`3o6.4

m.

8.3o, con. (daily); 10.0, dance (irr.).

(3

kw.)

GERMANY.
Berlin, on

483.9 and

566

m.

8.o

a.m.,

sacred con. (Sun.); 11.55 a.m., time sig., news,
weather ;

5.30, orch. ;

7.3o,

con.,

weather,

news, time sig.,dance music until 11.30 (daily,
cxc. Tues.).
elayed on 1,300 in. by Konigs'(roes., Thurs., Sat. only), news ; 8.o, lec., con., wusterhausen (1,30o m.) and Stettin (252.1 m.).
news. Relay : Antwerp, 265.5 m. (too w.).
Konigswusterhausen (LP), 1,300 m. (12 kW.).
10.30-11.50 a.m., con. (Sun.); 2.0, lec. (daily);
CZECH'O-SLOVAKIA.
Prague, 348.9 M. (5 kW.). COM , 7.0 (daily). 7.3o, relay of Berlin (Vox Haus) con. (daily).
2,525 IT1. .(5 kw.), Wolff's Buro Press Service :
Brunn, 441.2 In. (3 kw.). 6.o, con. (daily).
2,960 m., Telegraphen
5.45 a.m. to 7.10.
Koszice, 300 M. (2 kw.).
Union : 7.30 a.m. to 6.45, news. 4,00o 171.,
Bratislava, 400 in. (soo w.).
Kbely, 1,110 M. (500 w.). 6.45, ICC. (daily). 6.o a.m. to 8.o, news. Relays Berlin on 58 in.
Breslau, 322.6- m. (4 kw.). 11.0 a.m., con.
DENMARK.
(daily), Divine service (Sun.); 4.o, con. ; 6.0,
*Copenhagen (Radioraadet), 337 m. (loo w.). lee.
7.30, con. Relay : Gleiwitz, 250 M.
Sundays : 9.0 a.m., sacred service ; 3.o, con.;
Frankfort -on -Main, 428.6 m. (4 kW.). 5.o to
7.o, con. Weekdays : 7.o, lee., con., news; 5.15 a.m. (exc. Sun.), physical exercises; 7.30
dance to zr.o (Thurs., Sat.).
a.m., sacred con. (Sun.); 3.o, con. (Sun.); 3.3o,
*Relayed by Soro (1,150 in.).
con. ; 7.o, lec., con., -weather. Dance : relays
;

FINLAND.
Helsingfors (Skvddskar), 500 m. (Soo w.).
*Tammerfors, 368 M. (250 W.).
slyvaskyla, 297 m. (too w.).
*Pori, 254.2 in. (100 w.).
0.11111, 233 M. (100 w.).

*Relay Helsingfors.
GRAND DUCHY OF LUXEA1BURG.
Radio Luxemburg, 1,200 nt. (250 w.). Con. :
2.0 (Sun.), 9.o (Tues.).

Berlin.

Relay : Cassel, 272.7 m.
(4 kw.).
Relayed by
Bremen (400 m.), Hanover (297 m.), Kiel
(254.2 m.)
Sundays: 7.25 2.M., time sig.,

Hamburg, 394.7 m.

weather, news ; 8.15 a.m., sacred con. ; 12.15,
con. ; 5.o, con. ; 7.0, con. Weekdays : 6.o a.m.,

time sig., weather, news; 11.55 a.m., Nauen

time sig., news ; 1.0, weather, con. ; 8.0, con.,
dance.

(Concluded on tare la)
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Does your radio set

rewrite the music?
Supposing you were a musician and listened to radio concerts
. how -much would you find your
with the score in your hand
radio set had re -written . .. how many notes it had played too
piono-13ow many too forte?
Fit PYE L.F. Transformers. Then you will get reproduction
as it should be . . clear, pure and lifelike, high and low notes
.

amplified uniformly. The PYE frequency -efficiency curve certified by the National Physical Laboratory is practically a straight
line and is unrivalled by any other published authoritative curve.
PYE Transformers create no parasitic noises, and voltages up to

300 can he used with perfect safety. Made for horizontal or
vertical fitting. Each one tested by an actual measurement of
amplification and a guarantee is given with each.

Ref. No. 651. Ratio 2.5

Here is a new AMPLION !

652.
654.

An

cabinet

and

1

:

1

6

:

17 /6
17 /6

1 20 /-

W. G. PYE & CO.,

inexpensive model housed in a very
attractive

:

4

Granta Works, Montague Road, Cambridge

providing

PYE TRANSFORMERS

excellent reproduction.

-flow reduced in price

The tone is natural, yet pleasingly

REcEpTioN

mellow, and is somewhat reminiscent

of that associated with the famous
Amplion " Dragon " models.

A/
z

The AMPLION Cabinette

Type A R 100 M (Mahogany) £3 15 0
£3 3 0
Type A R 100 (Oak) v
Announcement of Grail

.implion Limited, 25, Savile Row, London,

,/

I

/RA

E,c,

P

r
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Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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page 106)
Konigsberg, 303 m. (4 kw.). 8.o a.m., sacred
con. (Sun.); 7.0, con. or opera, weather, news,
dance (irr.). Relay: Danzig, 272.7 m.
Langenberg (Rhineland), 468.8 m. (22 kw.).
Relays Elberfeld, Muenster.
Leipzig, 365.8 m.
Dresden (294.1 ni.).

kw.). Relayed by
a.m., sacred con.
(Sun.); 7.15, con. or opera, weather, news,
cabaret.
Munich, 535.7 m. (1J -L',, kw.). Relayed by
(4

7.o

Nuremberg (329.7 m.). 10.30 a.m., lec., con.
(Sun.); 3.o, orch. (Sun.); 3.3o, con. (weekdays); 5.3o, con: (weekdays) ; 6.15, lec., con.
Muenster, 241.9 m. (1.5 kw.). Relayed by
Elberfeld .(468.8 m., 75o w.), Dortmund (283
m.). 8.0 a.m., Divine service ; Irmo a.m.,
news (Sun.) ; 6.10, news, weather, time sig.,
lee., con.
Norddeich (KAV), 1,800 m. It.0 and 3 a.m.,
weather and news.
Stuttgart, 379.7 in. (4 kw.). 10.30 a.m.,con.
(Sun.); 3.3o, con. (weekdays); 4.0, con. (Sun.);

IkerPE JE RLES

RHEOSTAT

5.3o, time sig., news, lec., con. (daily); 8.15,
time

sig.,

late

con.

Freiburg, 577 at.

or

kw.).

cabaret.

Relay :

Hilversum (HDO), 1,050 m. (5 kw.). Sun10.0 a.m., sacred service ; 2.10, con. ;
4,40, church service ; 7.40, weather, news, con.
Weekdays : 4.3o, con. ; 7.50, news, con.
Scheveningen=Haven, 1,950 at. (eta

Irr. throughout day.

kw.).

HUNGARY.

Buda.Pesth (Csepel), 555.6 m. (2 kw.).
con, or opera ; dance nightly.

7.0,

ICELAND.
Reykjavik, 333.3 m. (700 w.). Con., 7.3o.
ITALY.

that will function properly.
In

the

Peerless - Junior

Rheostat are found features
which make it exceedingly

Rome (IRO), 449 m. (3 kw.). 9.3o a.m.,
sacred con. ; 4.30, relay of orch. from Hotel
di Russia ; 4.55, news, Stock Ex., jazz band ;
7.30, news, weather, con. ; 9.15, late news.
Milan, 315.8 m. (1 kw.). 8.0-11.o, con.
Naples, 333.3 m. (1
kw.). 8.o-: ho, con.
JUGO.SLAVIA.
Agram (Zagreb), 310 tn. (500 w.). 7.15, con.
LATVIA.

popular -its sales figures

Riga, 480 m. (5 kw.).

are now well over the half

LITHUANIA.
Kovno, 2,000 in. (15 kw.). 6 p.m. (daily).

This Rheostat has
an OFF position provided,
while definite stops make

million.

short circuit impossible. The
resistance element is immune
from damage. Will safely
carry current of two valves.
Complete

Trades

Union Council Station, 450 m.
5.0, con. (Mon., Wed.).
Leningrad-, 1,165 m. (io kw.). 5.o.
SPAIN.
Madrid (EAJ7), 373 m. (1.5 kw.). Con.
daily. Closes 1 a.m. (daily).
Madrid (EAJ4), 375 m. (2!z kw.). Con.
(irr.). Testing on 35o m.
Barcelona (EAJ1), 325 nt. (I kw.). 6.o-11.0
(2 1,7.W.).

(daily).

Barcelona (Radio Catalana) (EAJi3), 460 In

(1 kw.). 7.0-11.0, con., weather, news.
Bilbao (EAJ9), 415 01. (500 w.). 7.o, con.
Bilbao (Radio Vizcaya), (EAjr1), 418 at.
(5oo w.). 8.0-12.0, con. (daily).

Cadiz (EAJ3), 344.8 m. (55o w.). 7.0-9.0,
Tests daily (exc. Sun.), midnight.
Cartagena (EAJi5), 335 in. (500 w.). 8.30-

Con, daily, 7.0.
.

NORWAY.
Oslo, 370.4 at. (1.5 kw.). 6.15, news, time,
lec., con. ; 9.0, time, weather, news, dance.

Bergen, 461.5 in. (1 kw.).- 6.3o, news, con.
Relayed by Aalesund, 400 m.
*Fredriksstad, 434.8 m.
Porsgrund, 500 m. (1!,; kw.).

'Rjukan, 443 in.

*Relays Oslo.

10.o, con. (daily).

Seville (EAJ5), 357 m. (zoo w.).

news, weather.

Close down

9.o, con.,

r:o.

Seville (EAJ17), 300 m. (50o w.).

con. (daily).
San Sebastian (EAJS), 343 m. (1.3 kw.).
5.0-7.0, 9.0-11.0 (daily).
Salamanca (EAJ22), 405 nt. (1 kw.). 5.o and
9.o, con. (daily). Closes down ri.o.
SWEDEN.
Stockholm (SASA), 454.5 in. (1 t, kw.).
70.0 a.m., sacred service (Sun.); 5.o, sacred
service ; 6.o, lec. ; 8.15, news, con., weather.

Dance (Sat., Sun.), 8.43.
Relays.-Boden (SASE), 1,200 m. ; Eskil-

stuna, 25o in. ; Falun (SMZK), 400 m. ;
Gothenburg (SASB), 416.7 m. ; Gefle, 204.1
;
Joenkoeping (SMZD), 201.3 at. ; Kalmar
(SMSN), 254.2 m. ; Karlsborg (SAJ), 1,365 m. ;
Karlscrona (SMSM), 196 m. ; .Kristinehamn
(SMTY), 202.7 m. ; Karlstadt (SN1XG), 221 m. ;

Linkoeping, soo m. ; Malmo (SASC), 260.9 in.;
Norrkoeping (SMVV) 275.2 at. ; Orebro, 218
m. ; Ostersund, 720 nl. Saeffie (SMTS), 252.1
m. ; Sundsvall (SASD), 545.6 m. (1 kw.); Troll;

hattan (SMXQ), 277.8 in. ; Uddevalla,
Umea, 229 nl.

;

Upsala, 315 in.

;

294.1

Varberg,

297 m.

SWITZERLAND.
Lausanne (FIB2), S5o m.
kw.). 7.0.
Zurich (Hongg), 492 in. (ion w.). 10.0 a.m.,
con. (Sun.) ; 4.o, con. (exc. Sun.); 7.15, lee.,
con., dance (Fri.).
Geneva (HBO, 76o m. (2 kw.). 7.15, con.
(weekdays). No transmission on Sun.

Berne, 411 m. (t.5 kw.). 9.3o a.m., organ
music (exc. Sat.); 3.o, 7.30, con.
Basle, 1,roo m. (1% kw.). Con..daily, 7.3o.

with

nickelled dial and one
hole fixing. Three types.
Size, 17/6" dia. 1'2" high,
6, 15 or 30 ohms.

2'6

From all dealers or direct.

`)'4e Beflford
Eledricaldeadio Lb ltd
22, Campbell Road, Bedford.
:::::

(Tues., Thurs., Fri.).
Radio Peredacha, 42o m. (6 kw.).

con., news.

HOLLAND.
days :

Study the life of your valves
and fit only the components

POLAND.
Warsaw, 400 m. (2 kw.). 7.30, con.
Warsaw (High Power). Testing on 1,000 m.
Posen, 270.9 m. (4 kw.). Testing.
Lemberg, 247.9 nt. Under construction.
RUSSIA.
Moscow (RD W
(12
4.55,
news and con. ; 10.0, chimes from Kremlin.
(Popoff Station), 1,010 m. (2 kw:). 6.o, con.

::::::

Have You
Seen the

"America
Seven
in the
January Issue
of the
WIRELESS
MAGAZINE?

VALVE
REPAIRS
as good ff Postage Power
as new a

3d. extra Valves f

For 5/- your burnt -out or broken valves will be renovated by our
established process and satisfaction is guaranteed or money refunded.
When sending valves state filament voltage and amperage required.

MARCONI, COSSOR, EDISWAN, MULLARD, B T H
We have in stock for sale and immediate delivery repaired and
GUARANTEED Valves of the above, also ether makes, at 5/ each, plus postage 3d.

Valves repaired and despatched generally within 48 hours.

BRITISH GLOW LAMP & VALVE Co. Ltd.
27, KIRBY STREET, HATTON GARDEN. LONDON, E.C.1
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America appreciates

YolD:X.results
this Coming

Lewcos Screened Coils

Winter

yesolder all
joints with
FLUXITE

SOLDERING
SET-complete

All

Hardware

and

7'6

Ironmongery

Store, sell FLUXITE in tins, price
8d.,1/4 and 2/8.
Another nee for Fludte--Harderdng
Tools and Care Hardening. Ark for
leaflet on improved methods.
FLUXITE, Ltd.(Dept. 826),
aotherbith3.

Mr. H. H. Anspach, whose "Solodang"
Set won fast prize in the World's Radio

Fair (Chicago Section).
'

- Mr. Anspach, winner of the first prize in the

New York World's. Radio -Fair (Chicago
Section), writes :

Dear Sirs,
May I offer you a word of congratu-

COILS for
MODERN CIRCUITS
IGRANIC Centre Tapped
" XLLOS" COILS
(Extra LIN4 Loss)
actually contain two separate inductances which may be used separately or
may be joined in series to form a single
coil

to which a centre tapping can be

taken. The Bakelite shield excludes
dust and moisture and prevents the
coils being damaged, thus preserving

absolute constancy in operation.
Made in five sizes for wavelengths from
approximately no to 3,350 mitres.
each 7/ PRICES from
Mounting

Base

...

4/8

Send for circuit diagrams showing some

of their many uses.
"")l
IGRANIC " XLLOS" COILS
(Extra Low Loss)

are wound in a special manner which

e

makes.- the self -capacity and losses extremely low. The windings are enclosed
in a sealed Bakelite shell which ex-

cludes dust and moisture and prevents
the coil being damaged, thus preserving constancy in operation.
Pin and socket are separated by an air
space and the spacing between them is
adjustable from IF in. up to a. in. Made
in so sizes for wavelengths from 220 to
3,200 metres.
PRICES from

...

lation on the wonderful coils produced by
you, which must have. certainly helped_ in
obtaining for me first prize at the Chicago
Exhibition for my " Solodyne."
I sincerely hope your sales will be very good,

and wishing you; every success which you
thoroughly deserve.

H. H. ANSPACH.
P.S.-I- hope you will not hesitate to make
what use you like of this.
(Sgd).

tests prove that LEWCOS
Coils and Transformers have a

Comparative
Screened

lower H.F. Resistance. within their screens
than any other coil on the market.
Use LEWCOS Screened Coils in your set.
Obtainable -from all wireless dealers. Full
particulars and prices sent on request to :THE

LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE
COMPANY & SMITHS, LTD.
Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane, London, E.C.1

each 318

WRITE FOR LEAFLET
List No. D 46

IGRANIC
ELECTRIC Co LTY
149, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON

Screened Coils

WORKS: BEDFORD

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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tals in one detector could work independ-

ponents as

ently -of lane -another Itital defection would
be possible.

1 regret that I should rot have made myself ,stitkiently -clear in the description of
the receiver. I admit that it is possible
(after patient search to find two good spots)
" Something Different in Crystal
to work two detectors in parallel, provided
Sets"
are placed the right way round. Can
1R,-As the author of the article with they
your correspondent explain why the detecthe above title, and the designer of the tor does not work when they are reversed ?
set concerned, may I be permitted to offer
I do not knoiv where your correan explanation for "the rather nebulous
spondent's
receiver is :sittiated, but I note
mensuggestion of the circular arrow
that
he
states
my type of receiver works
tioned by your correspondent A. L. B.?
O.K.
positive that if he tries both
It is obvious that your correspondent has the Fig.I am
i and the Fig. -2 'circuits under
made a statement of fact without consider- the shadow
of a main ,hroadcasting station
ing the corollary. He states : "Reverting
he
will
find
the Fig.' t- circuit will give
to elementary principles, a rectifying crysequal to those given by a convental is not one crystal, but myriads. There- results
tional receiver.
fore, according to the short-circuiting
Fig. 2, the, proper dual circuit, will, I
theory, no crystal would ever work owing
assure
him, give a noticeable increase in
to internal short circuits."
But is a rectifying crystal "not one crys- signal strength.-K. U. (Essex).
tal but myriads ? " If this is so, what be"Improvements in Design "
comes of the thermionic theory, accepted
by many radio engineers, that the rectiStR,-With reference to R. Y.'s (Salt fying action takes place entirely at the burn) letter on improvements in the design
point of contact, and that the mass of the of components, I note that a"further corcrystal and its constitution, apart from the respondent puts forward the interesting
minute area under the .contact point, is of theory that the increase in the number of
aerials is responsible for the now general
no account ?
Obviously the crystal cannot short circuit noticeable decrease in signal strength.
internally. in the normal sense of the word,
This can scarcely be taken as adverse
as in effect it is one complete rectifying criticism of "improvements in design."
My contention is that while such combody. But if only two of the myriad crys-

variable

condensers, trans-

formers and coilsohave steadily improved
during the last four years, the one essential component-the valve-is now, in
general, not so efficient as it was at the
commencement of broadcasting. The perfection -of the dullzeinitter filament has made the valve economical, and
the use of the chemical "getter " has
facilitated exhaustion and lowered manufacturing. costs_

We cannot grumble about the cost of

valves; still less about economy and
longevity. But the fact remains that a
present day two -volt one -tenth -amp. dull emitter, price 145., does not work as. well
as the five -volt three-quarter amp. R valve

costing in 1920 approximately' 225. 6d.P. E. (Leytonstone).

Which is the Best Type of Loud-

speaker ?
Sta,-Your correspondent R. T. raises

question of considerable interest in his
letter published in the issue of January s.
In choosing a loud -speaker, there are
several points which should influence us
apart from the question of expense.
It is of no use seeking perfection of results if in the first place we are to attach
the loud -speaker to a set with poor 'transformers and wrong valves, nor to a set
that' we bought three years ago.
Nor is it of any use to seek perfection
if we are quite incapable of appreciating
a

t Continued on next face

Have You Bought Your Copy

CAXTON WIRELESS CABINETS
All Polished with new enamel that gives a glass hard surface
that cannot be soiled or scratched. Ebonite or Radlon Panels
Supplied and Perfectly Fitted lit low extra cost. SENT FREE.-

Catalogue of Standard Wireless Cabinets in various sizes

Wireless
Magazine

I

and woods.

THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED CUSTOMERS.
ELSTREE SOLOENNE. Panel 21" x 7" fitted 16" Baseboard, drop down
Beaded Front Door. Fumed Oak 61/-, Dark Oak 65/-, Mahogany polished 68/6.
Raised Panel 5/- extra. Packing Case 5/. extra.
ELSTREE SIX. Panel 42" x 9" fitted 131" Baseboard. Open Type. Fumed
or Dark Oak 80/-. Mahogany polished 90/-. Packing Case 7/6 extra.
MONODIAL. Panel 14" x 7" fitted 14" Baseboard. Fumed Oak 33/6, Dark
Oak 35/-, Mahogany polislied 39/6. Packing Case 61- extra.
NIGHT HAWK. Panel i6" x ir fitted i4" Baseboard. Open Type. Fumed
Oak 33/6, Dark Oak 351-, Mahogany polished 39/6. Packing Case 7/. extra.
FIVE FIFTEEN. Panel 24" x 7" fitted n" Baseboard two -Front Doors. Fumed
Oak 401-, Dark Oak 42/6, Mahogany polished 48/.. Packing Case 7/6 extra.
THE 1927 FIVE. Panel 27k" x 7" Sloping Front, as originally described.
Fumed or Dark Oak 38/-, Mahogany polished 48/-. Packing Case 7/6 extra.
EVERYMAN THREE, Panel 20" x 8" fitted 8" Baseboard. Fumed Oak 33/6,
Dark Oak 35/-, Mahogany, polished 39/6. Packing Case 6/- extra.
EVERYMAN FOUR. Panel 26" x$' fitted 8" Baseboard. Fumed Oak 35/6,
Dark Oak 37/6, Mahogany polished 41/6. l'cking Case 7/. extra.

N

fte

I for JANUARY,. 1927, yet ?

I
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It is a Special

i

Transatlantic Number I
I SOME OF THE 50 FEATURES, 1
America
IThe
A powerful

Seven.

A Chat About Ameri-

receiver
can Sets.
By the I
a circuit
Radio Editor of the
due to Capt. H. L.
" New Fork Times."
Round.
How Wireless Polices
the Atiantii..
I
Wired Broadcasting. The
Position of AmeriI By Dr. A. Gradenwitz
. The Atlantic News - can Broadcasting. By
L.
Godchaux AbraI paper.
hams.
When a Great Man Broadcasting
Sports
I BrOadcasts. By Capt.
Events.
By
Phil, I
Jack Frost.
Scott, the well-known I
Capt. Round's
boxer.
erie t Best Circuits
O's
New
Wave I for 'Transatlantic Re- s -L
meter.
ception.
Some
"1927
Five "
I The Welcome Three.
Hints.
Coloured
StructoNew B.B.C. : What N
graph plate of this The
It Must --and May Do.
set given free with
What Readers Think I
this issue.
al'. Our. Sets.
TransatlanticReception The
All -from -the -mains
at Any Time.
Three. A set that
I Valves. ExtraUrciinary.
takes' its H.T., L.T., I
I Controlling the Tone
and grid -bias soft.
i of , Your
Loudplies
Prom. D.C.-I
spea'ker.
mains.
based

on

,

.

CASH WITH ORDER.

CARRIAGE PAID U.K.

PROMPT DELIVERY.

Packing Case Money repaid if Case returned within 14 days
Carriage paid ro Works.

.

,

MORE THAN 150 ILLUSTRATIONS I

CAXTON WOOD TURNERY CO., MARKET HARBOROUGil.

At all Newsagents, 1 I- Monthly
IN=

MI= NMI IME =M

MIMI
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CORRESPONDENCE (Continued from preceding page)

ALL OTHER MAKER'S PLATES ARE MAHE OF ANTIMONY An LEAD

the difference between the small horn -

type loud -speaker and the latest type of

TUNGSTONE

cone speaker.

If one cannot detect the difference, the
only motive for using the hornless type
appears to be that one's friends may be
capable of doing so !-F. S. (Birming-

Are

Electrically

Pure Lead Grid.

Serious! y

ham).

ic o'c

Facts
stated below

ccum-kA0.-

IneJicient.

For the
Indisputable

Accumulator Identification

Pure Lead is the ONLY Metal that

SIR,-With reference to your paragraph
on an accumulator identification disc which
appeared in "A.W." No. 237, another

PERFECTLY, RELIABLY AND EFFICIENTLY

good method of identification is to write
your name and address on a small piece of
white cartridge paper. Then cut a piece
of celluloid a little larger than the paper
and rub the edges with amyl acetate and
stick it on to your. accumulator with the
name and address underneath.-F. T.

Stores Electricity by ChemicalConversion
The basic principles upon which all Batteries work.

(Middleton Junc.).

TUNGSTONE the ONLY H. & L.T. Portable Battery in
the World that uses Pure Lead for Plate -Grid & Paste

A TREBLE -DUTY
TERMINAL

The only use for Plates made of Lead and Antimony is to hold the
Paste in position with the aid of Wood Separators and convey the

W E have received from J. J. Eastick
V, V, and Sons, of 118, Bunhill Row,
E.C. 1, a specimen of their "treble -duty "

current. Therefore all other Batteries (only exception Tungstone) are
excessively weighted with a bulk of useless metal.

terminal.
Of substantial size, this terminal is
nickel plated, with a neatly - engraved

All the World's makers (except Tungstone) of presentday Car and Wireless High and Low Tension Portable
Batteries make the Plate Grids entirely of an alloy of
Lead and Antimony (Electrically an inert metal) which
cannot store electricity Electro-chemically converted

.terminal head. True to its name, the ter-

minal can be used in three ways for
securing a lead.

The head of the terminal includes a

socket into which can be inserted a:plug
of the valve -pin variety.

hence

:

terminal.

H.T.
The life of an H.T.
Battery 'is wholly dependent upon
in(.T;Isv,.er4'g.)PRIC

41, volts Flash Lamps

..

PRICE

are t

T.A.48
to the TUNGSTONE ACCUMULATOR CO., LTD., St. Bride's blouse, Salisbury Square, London. E.C.4
will be se t free on apr licatio

IMPORTANT 2 DAYS' AUCTION SALE, Wed. and
Thur., Jan. 26 & 27, at 11 a.m. each day.

win

sell by auction Valuable New and S.H.

Wireless, Electrical, Medical & General

Surplus Stores,
(in lots to suit large or small buyers), including:
Frame Aerials, 500 Pairs Headphones,
Tons I" and i" Ebonite, 10,000
Microphone Buttons, 100 Tuners, 100

MICRUSTATS 0 to 100 alum .. PRICE 2/9
V. F. R. Type De ohms .. PRICE 3 /..

Choke Coils, 500 Telephone Cords, 1,000 Dull Emitter

as Orders received

ALL

PROPRIETARY

LINES STOCKED

LIN
()LEY & CO.,
14, Great Queen Street, Kingsway, London,
W.C.2.

Telestame:

Holborn 3052

MORE

VERYARD & YATES

1,000
k.w. Transformers, 200 Large Volt- and Amp -

patche t SAME DAY

DONT PAY

(Close to Camden Town Tube Station and on 'Bus Routes),

MERKUR Batteries carry the
customary retailers' guarantee

Ali Goods Des -

1

31, CAMDEN STREET, CAMDEN TOWN, N.W.

6ti.

There Batteries giva long life and are silent in action

monthly payments

Apply for particulars. Further interesting nformation on points of this advertisement
be frond on pages 58. 59, and 67 to 73 of the Irustrated Booklet "Photography tells the Story " which

over extended pi-riod.

9/6

90 volts s ce 7i T76ei'!1.enhi
PRICE 14/9 volts Grid Bias, f.,r l'ea1.5,,U.i.71% 1/9

and

Re -charging

TUNGSTONE High Tension 60 Volt Battery 3 a.h. is sold in the United Kingdom

the chemicals and insulating properties

60 vole size

constantly

Patented and Trade Mark Resistered in the Chief Countries of the World.

BATTERIES

used in its construction.

of

TUNGSTONE in addition to the practical working advantages
derived from the use of Pure Lead offers many other
exclusive features of exceptional commercial value.

Altogether it is a terminal which can he
heartily recommended- to all home constructors and experimenters.

Merkur Batteries contain only the best Chemicals and the purest of White Wax for
insulating every cell. No sawdust or other
filling is used.

the expense

permanently adding to maintenance costs and giving a
shortened life.

A hole in the body of the terminal will
take a phone plug. A wire can also be
clamped between the head and body of the

7

1

meters, 1,000 2 M.F. Condensers, 50 Testing. Sets,
200 Hand Generators, 50 3 -Valve Amplifiers, 2,000

Cells, 250 X-ray Valves, 60 Dial Sights, 100 Ship's
Variometers, 50 Ship's Variable Condensers, together

with Large Quantities Accumulators, Wavemeters,
Valve and Crystal Sets, Transmitters, and Wireless
Accessories and Material of Every Description,
also 200 Brass Fire Extinguishers, 500 Picks and
Helves, 5,000 Hand -painted and Decorative Tiles,
Tees and
Machines, etc.
On View 2 days
20,000

Bends,

prior.

Platform

Weighing

Catalogues

from the

Auctioneers, 365, Norwood Road, S.E.27.
0346 Streatham.)

(Phone:

Anti - phonic.
Lowest
capacity. Lowest pricebest value. The new design
enables us to sell at less
than other makes and puts
Aermonic 'miles in front."
Holder. 1 /9.
Other makes are not so fine.
If "can't obtain' drop us a line.
Aermonic

I

I, st of

Speeiate:es free.

JAMES CHRISTIE & SONS, LTD., 246, West St., Sheffiell
aminn Agents
F. BULGIN .4 CO.. 10 Curator St., London, E.C.41

vat/two
japaifed
AS GOOD AS NEW!!
\\I \?

0.4

(Except Wens, b. P. s an low
capacity types). Minimum D.E.
current 015 amps. when repaired.
LL.ILLM: ti DULL EMITTEES

Listed at lees than 10r.

cra.red at minimum chums

V-

fin LI. De
I

t

&W., Tabor

-ovDe,, V.Ibledon.
mp.
S.W.19
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ADVERTISEMENT INSTRUCTIONS for " Amateur
Wireless " are accepted up to first post on Thurs.
day morning for following week's issue, providing
space is available.

PREPAID ADVFRTISEMENTS.

Advertisements under this head are charged
FOURPENCE PER
minimum charge
WORD.
FOUR SHILLINGS.
DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
As the Publishers cannot accept responsibility

2 -VALVE

LOUD SPEAKER BARGAIN.

Clear Sight
by

for the bona fides of Advertisers in this publication
they have introduced a system of deposit which
it is recommended should be adopted by readers
whom they are
withis per
It
here explained.sonswith
Intending purchasers should forward to the Publishers the amount of the purchase money of the
article advertised. This will be acknowledged to
both the Depositor and the Vendor, whose names
and addrt ssec must necessarily be given. The
Deposit is retained until advice is received of the
completion of the purchase, or of the article having
been returned to and accepted by the Vendor. In
addition to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of
for sums of Ll and under, and ts. for amounts
in excess of £1, to cover postage, etc., must be
remitted at the same time. In cases of person;

DIALITE
One hole panel fixing
dial illuminator.
Ensures highest degree of
accuracy u Mut tuning in.
Has highly plated reflector.
Takes standard bulbs.

PANEL DIALITE
Price 2/6

Bulbs extra.

This highly efficient 2 -Valve
Loud -Speaker set is the finest
wireless value ever offered.

Be sure and get our new Catalogues-Free.
OBTAINABLE FROM BEST DEALERS OR

9-10-11CURSITOR

STF/EET .

CHAosiCERN" LANE EC 4.
Pares Ad.

CINCINNATI

CONE SPEAKERS

For Brown "A" & Lissenola Units
These
year - in - advance
cones, with their secretly
treated diaphragm,
hare
amazed the leading Radio

and Acoustic experts of the
world. It has been proved
that they cannot distort and
that they actually re-create
every sound as absorbed by
the microphone and delivered
by the receiver.
If you have a distortionless
receiver, the Cincinnati cone
is the ONLY speaker to deal
with its inherent purity.
Price, as illustrated. 16!
inches high, ready to have
Brown " A " phone attached,
11/6
complete.
Post 1/6.
Attachment for Lissenola 1/6.
Over roo designs.

JOHN W. MILLER,
Sole British Distributor,

68,FARRINGDON STREET. E .C.4
Phone : Central 1950

improved mica diaphragm.

Picketts, tA.M.) Cabinet Works, Bexleyheath.

2 -VALVE AMPLIFIER, 35/-

the United

Kingdom,

Postal

by

Order or

Registered

(Cheques cannot be accepted), addressed to

doub.e

Letter

AM ATEue WIRELESS,"
ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT.

LA BELLE SAUVAGe, LONDON, E.C.4.
TRANSFORMERS, Phones. Loudspeakers rewound: guaranteed
efficiency 12 months, 9s. Trade invited.-Transform 115, Links Road.
p7
Too Inc. London.

Of

TECHNICAL CORRESPONDENCE. - Young man with combined
theoretical and practical experience required to take charge Technical
Service Dept.-Box 125, c/o 1Arnatem Wireiess, La Belle Sauvage.
London, E.C.4.
H. T. P. GEE, MEMBER R.S.G.B., AND A.N.I.R.E. British and
Foreign Patents and Trade Marks. -51-52, Chancery Lane, London,
W.C.2. Phone
Holborn 1525.
PATENT& -1' nod /narks. Advice Handbook tree.-B. T. King,
Reel. rrent Age,, 14,-, Quern Victoria Street, Revlon.
WANTED, SONG POEMS, also Dance Music.-Send Strand Publishers. 203, Straml, W.C.2.

per cent discount is allowed

Catalogue Post Free.
Up-to-date Crystal & Valve
sets at keenest prices.
J. G. Graves Ltd. Sheffield
Fullest
Approval

(WOOD HORNS

For Lissenola and all other -units. The super
iority of a WOOD HORN LOt'D-SPEAKER is
never in doubt. Spun aluminium, sheet iron,
paper pulp, etc., will never give the clarity,
detail and tone that a correctly made wood
horn gives in combination with a heavy aluminium CASTING. Send for list of 21 wood
horn models. 2,000 ohm units supplied. Choose
the unit you consider the best, place it on an
ALLWOODORN, and you then have a combination of the best that will give you satisfaction.

WET H.T. 33 A TaM FLIES,

British made (round or square) Leclancho Glass Jars 21 X11
X11, for wet H.T. Units. Waxed 1/3 doz., plain v.- doz..
zines 1/- doz. Grade 1 sacs 146 doz. Grads 2 Sara 113 doz.
special Non -Solder and non -corrosive Plug-Soeket Connector
and zinc com blued, Reg. design. Each cell a tapped unit,
2,6 doz.

GIVEN

Large sacs 3/- doz., Arid proof varnish 8d. Jar

(Black). Parriage and Packing extra.
Send lid. Stamp for nuitnnettons and List.
Ask us about the .. Unique" Voltmeter.
Eton Glass Battery Co., Dept. A,46, St. Mary's Rd., Leyton,E.10

MARE

TRADE

FINEST

QUALITY
RA ,I0

RED DIAMOND

To the first so buyers a combination propelling
lpencil and fountain pen.
H. MADDISON, WOOD HORN Manufacturer,
2a, Ronatds Rd., Holloway Rd., Highbury, N.5.

amemmui as a ammo a

Some Facts You Should Know
about the January issue of the

WIRELESS MAGAZINE
This is a Special Transatlantic Number,

REGISTERED

containing

EACH ONE IS PERFECT

15,,S' To,- FrIT Restrain Lest.

A. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road, Stockwell, London.

R.D. 40 Permanent Detector,

2 - each.
Also in Red Mottled

*1616g.(600ZOgr61600

(R.D. 40A), 3:-.
Of all high class
Radio Dealers or

EVERY LOUDSPEAKER

Sole Makers.

DESERVES
MULLARD

15 Features of Transatlantic Interest
3 Descriptions of Specially -designed
Valve Sets

and
Free Coloured Structograph Plate

WET H.T. (Leclanche Type) BATTERIES.

MASTER
VALVES

Do not require re -charging.

The cost and upkeep is less than with Accumulators or any other

kind of H.T, Battery.
Send lid. for full particulars.
Price per dozen cells complete, giving 16 volts - - 3/6.

- Ask for -

Mallard P. M. Power Valves.

Zincs, 1/-;

00000000000W*

Separate Components:

Sacs, 1/6;

Jars (waxed), 1/3 carriage extra.
Phone: Brix. 2539.

Full instructions for assembling sent with each order.

(t. -q

lemateurWirelezs)

remitted

Proved
eNciency

COMPONENTS

1 -Valve Amplifier, 20% as new; Valves, D.E .06, 7'-:

Headphones, 816 pair; new 4 -Volt Accumulator,
; new
60 -Volt H,T. guaranteed, 7/ -; 2 -Valve All -Station Set, £4.
..4,ette-oval

Price

Pelee is for deferred pay.
mints. Send 10/6 now, &
complete purchase in 14
monthly payments of 10/8
If you wish to pay cash,

argideenhtweitdhin

areres

The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be

7 17 :6
'-

TERMS: Our Bargain

PICKETTS CABINETS

For every Wireless Constructor. Send Mr Cabinet Designs
and Lists Free.

not
fees

It gives a volume and quality of tone unattained
by any instrument of a similar price anti is the
essence of simplicity. Fitted with coils covering
all the British wave -lengths. including Daventry.
THE CABINET is of beautifully polished Oak, &
all components are of the highest quality. Dull
Emitter Valves with patent valve holders, &c.;
Battery, 2 -volt accumulator and complete Aerial
Outfit. LOUD SPEAKER of" exclusive design
with unique magnetic system and

24"high; 11.,

WET H.T.BATTERY Co.eq., 23,ColdharbourLane,CamberwellGreen,S.E.5

COUPON
Available until Saturday,
January 22nd, 1927.

.

15, 1927
-JANUARY
---

iii

errntintr

PLAYER'S MEDIUM NAVY CUT CIGARETTES, PLAIN OR CORK TIPS

N CC 35

Please Mention " A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers

JANUARY 15, 1927

entateurVreTess

The difference between a good half-

crown and a bad one is not brought home
to you till your coin is challenged.

When you buy an ordinary valve you
may get a bad filament and you will not
be aware of it until it lets you down.
The wonderful P.M. Filament cannot let
It has stood apart for genuine

you down.

value since it was first produced by the
Mullard Laboratories in Sept., 1925.

Valve users, protect yourself against loss.

Turn to page 101 for details of the

WONDERFUL P.M. FILAMENT.
Printed i England by CASSELL Sr COMPANY, LIMITED, Ludgate Hill, London, E.C.4, and Published for the Proprietors by F. C. Ilufton, La Belle
Sauvage, London, E.C.4. Sole Agent fur South Africa, CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY, LIMITED. Saturday, January 15, 1927.
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